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Adams, Charlotte. The Teen-Ager's Menu Cookbook; illus. by Ragna Tischler
Goddard. Dodd, 1969. 214p. $3.95. e
A very good cookbook for the beginner, some of the recipes grouped
R by type, but the great majority given as part of complete menus-many
6-10 of which are for special occasions or have a foreign flavor. The menu-
dinner information is well organized: menu, market list, staples to
check, utensils needed, and a time chart precede the recipes for each
meal. The glossary is good, although not every cooking term is included,
the writing is straightforward, and an index is appended. There are mi-
nor weaknesses: the casserole dishes are all based on leftovers, and
quite a few recipes call for expensive ingredients.
Allan, Mabel Esther. The Wood Street Secret; illus. by Shirley Hughes. Abelard-
Schuman, 1970. 127p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.59 net.
Ben and Cherry Stanton, eleven and ten, have just moved from West
Ad Derby to Liverpool and are feeling a bit strange in the city. They follow
3-5 a group of five children who vanish suddenly into what seems a solid
wall of houses. Friendship flourishes. Ben and Cherry are admitted to
the inner circle of the Wood Street Gang, and they are enthralled by the
hideout, an abandoned house adjoining industrial property. The dramatic
focus of the book is the gang's imprisonment when a storm damages the
building and blocks the children's egress. The children are diverse and
believable, although not deeply characterized; the story line is slow to
start but subsequently moves along at a good pace.
Baker, Eugene H. I Want to Be an Architect; illus. by Felix Palm. Childrens
Press, 1969. 31p. $1.88.
Although the plot is slight and contrived, this can serve as an intro-
M duction to the work of an architect. The illustrations show two small
2-3 boys and an architect, all black, and a blueprint, some architectural de-
tails, buildings of various periods, etc. The boys watch a small hut they
have built collapse when a truck rumbles by. Mr. Jones (the architect)
who lives across the street, takes the two into his office and tells them
why their hut was not good, inspires them with a desire to study archi-
tecture, and tells them something about education for the profession.
The boys build another, sturdier house; it falls in the path of a bulldozer
that is clearing land for the new high school Mr. Jones has designed.
The writing is awkward, the ending weak.
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Baylor, Byrd. Before You Came This Way; illus. by Tom Bahti. Dutton, 1969.
27p. Trade ed. $4.75; Library ed. $4.70 net.
A handsome book, thought-provoking and written with lyric simplicity;
R the illustrations, on handmade bark paper, are in the style of the prehis-
2-4 toric rock pictures on which the book is based. Walking in the quiet of a
canyon in the wouthwest, you wonder if you are the first to pass this way
. . . then you see that some brother, long-dead, has made a record of
his people and their lives: the animals they hunted, the battles and the
feasts, the masks of the dancers. The writing style is sensitively attuned
to the dignity and mystery of the subject.
Belpre, Pura, ad. Otd; A Puerto Rican Folk Tale; illus. by Paul Galdone. Pan-
theon Books, 1969. 28p. $3.95.
A retelling of a Puerto Rican folk tale, the illustrations vigorous and
Ad colorful. Ote was a poor man who could hardly find enough to feed his
K-3 large family. One day he met the very devil about whom his wife had
warned him, and did not avoid him. Instead, he dipped into the devil's
food, counting on the latter's myopia to escape detection. But Ote was
caught, and was forced to take the devil home on his back; there the
wicked creature used his magic powers to get all the food for himself.
The old wise woman told Ote the way to get rid of the devil, but it was
the smallest child in the family who actually effected the devil's disap-
pearance. The illustrations reflect the locale more than does the story,
which is well-told save for the rather flat ending.
Binzen, William. Punch and Jonathan; written and photographed by William Bin-
zen. Pantheon Books, 1970. 39p. $3.95.
Photographs in color accompany a simple story: Jonathan is one of a
M crowd of children who watch Punch and Judy shows on the beach. He
K-2 picks up Punch one day when the puppeteer has dropped the head, and
is seen the next day putting on his own show. He becomes the puppeteer's
assistant. The countryside and beach scenes are English, although the
text does not say so; the photography is competent but not impressive.
The story is slight, the style adequate, the ending flat.
Birmingham, John, ed. Our Time Is Now; Notes from the High School Under-
ground; ed. by John Birmingham. Praeger, 1970. 262p. $5.95.
As editor of his high school's two papers ("Overground" and under-
R ground, the jacket puts it) John Birmingham became aware of the extent
9- and intensity of high school students' growing concern with their own
roles, the quality of their education, and the controls they feel are im-
posed upon them. Quite deftly tied together by his comments and expla-
nations, the text consists of excerpts from underground papers all over
the United States. They range from satirical applause for the System
and reasoned editorials to biting criticism and inflamed (possibly im-
flammatory) diatribes. In various ways they ask (or demand) student
power, freedom from the dicta of authority, a voice in the shaping of
curricula, less rigid attendance requirements, etc. The editorial com-
ments are informative and astute, the book an eye-opener.
Burt, Olive (Woolley). Negroes in the Early West; illus. by Lorence F. Bjorklund.
Messner, 1969. 96p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.64 net.
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Brief briographies are grouped in two's and three's: explorers, mountain
Ad men, founders of cities, businessmen, soldiers, cowboys, and women.
4-6 The writing is direct but stolid, the illustrations realistic and capably
done. The book has value because some of the biographees included are
seldom described in books for the young, but the value is limited by the
fact that the book gives so little information about many of the people
mentioned. The section on "Cowboys," for example, devotes five pages of
text to Bose Ikard and a half-page to three others. A list of suggestions
for further reading and an index are appended.
Carlson, Natalie Savage. Marchers of the Dream; illus. by Alvin Smith. Harper,
1969. 130p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Bethany knew how hard her mother was looking for a new place to
Ad live; it seemed as though any place that was decent they wouldn't rent to
4-6 black people. She understood her older sister's militancy but felt more
attuned to Grandma's moderation, and eagerly seized the chance to go
with her on the Poor People's March to Washington. So the two went to
Resurrection City, and what Bethany learned there about solidarity and
justice made it possible for her to take action when they returned home.
The theme is excellent, the plot weakened by the fortuitous-solution end-
ing, and somewhat by the division between the Washington episode and
the portions of the story that precede and follow it; the central portion
is too strong for the frame.
Christopher, John. The Guardians. Macmillan, 1970. 168p. $4.50.
A good science fiction novel with overtones of social significance, set
R in England in the twenty-first century. Rob, thirteen, has begun to feel
6-9 restive in London, which is part of the megalopolis (the Conurb) sharp-
ly divided by a frontier from the rest of England (the County) which is
occupied by the landed gentry and their servants. Escaping from the
Conurb, Rob is taken in by a County family and taught to speak and live
according to their customs. He feels a loyalty to the County until he
finds, in a crisis, that the system is artificially fostered by a guardian
group. Offered the opportunity to join them, Rob decides to go back to
the city. The plot is strong, characterization good, and the writing style
deliberate in cont; ast to the drama of the action.
Christopher, Matthew F. Shortstop from Tokyo; illus. by Harvey Kidder. Little,
1970. 121p. $3.25.
Stogie would certainly have been shortstop in the starting lineup if it
M hadn't been for Sam Suzuki, in town for only one year and popular after
3-5 the first day. Stogie knew Sam was really a fine player, but it was hard
to like someone who usurped your place. The only ancillary bit of plot is
Sam's suspicion that Stogie had damaged his favorite mitt, and the dis-
covery by Stogie that a wandering porcupine was almost certainly the cul-
prit. Otherwise, the book is just a compilation of baseball sequences, very
patterned.
Chwast, Seymour, illus. Still Another Alphabet Book; illus. by Seymour Chwast
and Martin Stephen Moskof. McGraw-Hill, 1969. 54p. Trade ed. $4.50;
Library ed. $4.33 net.
A most unusual alphabet book, each letter treated in a quite different
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R fashion, each accompanied by a running foot of the whole alphabet, the
3-6 frieze always changing in style. The pictures are a graphic triumph over
yrs tedium, the letters sometimes concealed, often repeated in varied forms.
It is almost a game (the objects are identified at the back of the book
with a miniature set of pages reproduced) but it is clever, instructive,
and attractive.
Cleaver, Vera. Grover; by Vera and Bill Cleaver; illus. by Frederic Marvin.
Lippincott, 1970. 125p. $3.50.
More serious than are the two books about Ellen Grae (to which this
R is a sequel) but with passages of very funny dialogue, Grover gives a
4-6 touching picture of a boy's staunch acceptance of death. Grover knows
that his mother has cancer, but she has told him that he is like her side
of the family-they don't howl. Unable to bear the pain, she kills herself,
and Grover's father is so wrapped in grief that he can neither comfort
his son nor accept comfort from him. What the child learns is that he
must accept his father's pattern; sustained by the understanding of his
friends and some wise advice from sympathetic adults, Grover is able
to show his unhappiness and know that there are times when one can
howl. A wise and honest book with superb characterization and dialogue.
Coombs, Patricia. Lisa and the Grompet; written and illus. by Patricia Coombs.
Lothrop, 1970. 28p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
All the tiny creature knows is that he is a grompet, lonely and home-
R less, unhappy because he had never been told by anybody to do anything.
4-7 So he shrank. Lisa, who had come to the woods to mope about the fact
yrs that every member of her family ordered her around and scolded, was
enchanted by him. The grompet, surly at first, was overcome by love
when Lisa gave him orders, and agreed to go home with Lisa and belong
to her forever. Off they went, and a happy little girl was able to transfer
all the bans and reminders to an equally happy grompet. The illustra-
tions show a wispy, freckled rebel glowering at her family until she
meets the furry, winged creature, sparrow-sized and elfin-faced. The
story has a fresh fancy, the problem is one to which small children can
relate, and the style is winsome. The story ends with Lisa, accepting the
necessity to practice piano now that she can spice it with admonitions to
the grompet, saying, "Be very still while I practice." The grompet
smiles. "I love you," he says. "I love you," Lisa answers, and she begins
to play. The grompet nestles happily in the pull of a window shade.
Dillon, Eilis. Under the Orange Grove; illus. by Richard Kennedy. Meredith,
1969. 86p. $3.50.
Nino's grandfather had told him that in their part of Italy many ancient
Ad villas had been found by archeologists. They knew that their lazy old
4-6 neighbor, Peppino, hoped that a dig on his land would enable him to quit
farming and live on the proceeds of a sale to the government, but Nino's
family wanted to keep their beloved orange grove. Secretly, Nino dug up
a square of land, hoping to prove to Peppino that there was nothing of
value-but he uncovered the roof of a villa. The setting is most interest-
ing, and the style of writing excellent; the theme of conflicting goals a
strong one. The weakness of the story is in the plot conclusion: the door-
way to the ruins is on Peppino's land, so he is satisfied with an exposed
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entrance on his property while Nino's family accepts the decision to ex-
cavate the villa as an underground project, a decision that begs the ques-
tion.
Dwiggins, Don. Eagle Has Landed; The Story of Lunar Exploration. Golden Gate,
1970. 80p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.33 net.
Like the Wilford book reviewed below, this is both a review of previ-
Ad ous moon exploration and an account of the flight of the Apollo 11. Here
5-10 the writing is a bit florid, the treatment not quite as detailed; there is
also a rather lengthy section of drawings of future space craft and struc-
tures on the moon (all imagined projections) with long descriptive cap-
tions. One interesting feature of the book is the inclusion of six pairs of
pictures, one set the Verne illustrations, the other today's reality. Not
as comprehensive as the Wilford title, but adequate. A glossary and an
index are appended.
Earle, Olive Lydia. The Rose Family; written and illus. by Olive Lydia Earle.
Morrow, 1970. 63p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.36 net.
Precise, almost photographic pencil drawings of plants and plant
R parts are both attractive and informative, augmenting the simply written
3-5 text. The author describes the distinguishing features of the rose family,
the forms of some familiar variants, some of the fruits that belong to
the family Rosaceae, and-in almost all of these-shows, in cross-sec-
tion illustrations, stages in the life cycle. The continuous text is placid,
accurate, and informative if not comprehensive. A one-page index is ap-
pended.
Fennema, Ilona. Dirk's Wooden Shoes; illus. by Georgette Apol. Harcourt, 1970.
28p. $4.25.
First published in Holland under the title De Wonderklompjes. Al-
R though the human figures are awkward, the illustrations of this oversize
K-3 picture book are startling in their evocation of flat space and sky in the
outdoor scenes, and of comfortable clutter within. The colors are rich,
the setting unmistakably Dutch. Dirk asked his father to make him clogs
out of some wood with a curling grain, but the special shoes with "magic
eyes" are sold to an American tourist. (The illustration shows Dirk wit-
nessing the transaction, but not looking at the package his mother is
wrapping.) Desolate, Dirk rejects the red clogs his father makes; it all
comes right in the end when the American exchanges the "magic eye"
clogs for some red ones. The writing has no flow (the translator's name
is not given, but the awkwardness may be attributable to translation) but
the plot and setting are good, the note of international exchange appeal-
ing, and the heart's desire theme universal.
Fife, Dale. What's New, Lincoln? illus. by Paul Galdone. Coward-McCann, 1970.
61p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $3.49 net.
Dumb day, Lincoln and his pal Wilbur agreed, a dumb day with nothing
Ad happening. But the newspaper that the boys concocted certainly stirred
3-5 things up: the "cartoon" drawn by a smaller boy led (via Lincoln's deduc-
tion) to the identification of a petty thief, brought the wrath of the neigh-
bors on Lincoln's head (he had reported just what Mrs. Jones and Mrs.
Ortega had said about each other) and won a recreation center for the
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neighborhood, since the druggist who had been missing items was grate-
ful for the solution of the mystery. (His four-year-old son, shown in the
"cartoon," had been giving a dog presents.) The heterogeneous urban
neighborhood is a setting much in demand, and the intercultural amity
(Lincoln's black, his staff artist white) commendable, but the plot seems
forced, partly because so much action is packed into so little time, and
partly because there seems so obvious an effort to show an ethnic spec-
trum. The illustrations have vitality and humor.
Fisher, Kathleen Dunning. Cook-in; illus. by Loretta Trezzo. White, 1969. 131p.
$5.95.
While the material here is not as well organized as it is in the Adams
Ad book reviewed above, it serves a slightly different purpose in offering
5-9 the conventional arrangement of recipes. It may not serve as well in
teaching a neophyte to organize and plan in cooking, but it has simple
recipes (one or two title reversals) and a good glossary and index. The
book also includes some information about vitamins, some safety hints,
and some discussion of cooking etiquette. The style is unfortunately coy
and exclamatory, often digressive in prefatory remarks in each section;
the illustrations are harsh in color and design.
Fuchs, Erich. Journey to the Moon; written and illus. by Erich Fuchs. Delacorte,
1970. 26p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.17 net.
First published in Germany under the title Hier Apollo 11. Two pages
Ad of text describe the flight from lift-off to splash-down, each paragraph
K-2 having opposite it, in the margin, a miniature drawing of the picture that
follows. The paintings of stages in the journey are very handsome, con-
veying beautifully the feeling of vast and empty outer space. The separa-
tion of text and illustration has some disadvantage in a read-aloud book,
some of this mitigated by repeated use. There is considerable graphic
repetition.
Gallico, Paul William. The Day Jean-Pierre Joined the Circus; illus. by Gioia
Fiammenghi. Watts, 1969. 74p. $4.95.
A sequel to other books about Jean-Pierre, the guinea pig belonging
NR to a small French girl, Cecile. Now eleven, Cecile is taken aback when
4-5 a circus clown, Mr. Flippo, offers to buy Jean-Pierre, who had been a
great asset to an Australian circus on his accidental trip around the
world. He has tried other guinea pigs, but the kangaroo who had worked
as a team with Jean-Pierre will have none of them. Unselfishly, Cecile
gives her pet to the clown so that the act will pick up and he won't be
fired. Jean-Pierre, a great success, goes on tour; Cecile pines; the
clown dies, willing his animal to Cecile. Her father, who has been indig-
nant, capitulates when the kangaroo shows him preference, and he de-
cides, to Cecile's joy, to keep the animal and the circus wagon. The
writing style is proficient, and the story has good humor, but the situa-
tion is labored, the plot contrived and the subject rather juvenile for
the rather sophisticated level of the vocabulary.
Gard, Joyce. The Mermaid's Daughter. Holt, 1969. 319p. Trade ed. $4.50; Li-
brary ed. $3.97 net.
Set in Britain at the time of the Roman occupation, an intricate novel
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R that has good historical background, a romantic and adventurous plot,
6-9 and a mature style of writing. It is based on the mermaid-goddess cult
of the Scilly Isles, where each maiden chosen as the daughter-on-earth
of the goddess must promise never to leave the isles. But Astria, mourn-
ing a young husband who has gone off to war and been reported dead, mar-
ries again and follows Justinian, her husband, to Britain, where she
aligns herself with the natives in their struggle against the occupying
Roman rule. The book creates vividly both the period and the mystic
mood of the religious cult. Notes on sources of information about the Sea
Goddess cult and a bibliography are appended.
Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Ghana; by Sonia and Tim Gidal. Pantheon Books,
1970. 74p. illus. $4.50.
Another in the excellent series of cultural portraits illustrated by
R good photographs, the story told by a child who describes his family and
4-7 friends, village crafts and agriculture, mores and patterns of living.
Kodjo is destined to be the chief of his village some day, succeeding the
uncle with whom he lives; he describes the meeting of chiefs, the tribal
relationships, daily pursuits, and the manifold indications of a happy as-
similation of contemporary devices and knowledge into the traditional
ways of the Ashanti. The continuous text has the informal cadence of con-
versation, and the book gives a genuine feeling for the depth and dignity
of the people as well as information about them.
Gimpel, Herbert J. Beethoven; Master Composer. Watts, 1970. 250p. illus.
(Immortals of Music) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $2.63 net.
A good biography, objective in approach, competently written although
Ad there are some trite passages; the dialogue is from original sources and
7-9 there are many quotations from correspondence, so that the writing has
variety without fictionalization. Less perceptive than is the Horizon biog-
raphy reviewed below, but quite comprehensive, adequately illustrated,
and concluding with a detailed chronology and an index.
Glubok, Shirley, ed. Discovering the Royal Tombs at Ur; abridged and ad. from
Ur Excavations: The Royal Cemetery by C. Leonard Woolley; designed
by Gerard Nook; with photographs by Alfred Tamarin. Macmillan, 1969.
124p. $7.95.
Although there have been new discoveries (some disproving facts pre-
Ad viously held to be true) since the 1934 publication of Woolley's detailed
10- and lengthy account of his findings at Ur, the basic material-here adapt-
ed and simplified-is still of archeological interest. This is, however,
still ponderously detailed enough to be dull fare for the reader with no
special interest. Sir Leonard discusses the digging and the finds of cem-
etery graves and royal tombs, often giving background information about
the Sumerian culture. The photographs, black and white, are of variable
quality; a chronological table precedes the text.
Gobhai, Mehlli. Lakshmi; The Water Buffalo Who Wouldn't; written and illus. by
Mehlli Gobhai. Hawthorn Books, 1969. 27p. $4.25.
A simply written story about a family in India today, the illustrations
R just right for story hour, since they have a soft brilliance that is particu-
2-4 larly effective in bold, simple composition. The tale has humor as well
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as an interesting setting, and the theme (mother and son amused at the
come-down of father) a broad applicability. Small Gokul and his parents
are aware of Lakshmi's importance; from her they get food and fuel. It
is necessary to honor her idiosyncracies, therefore, and when Gokul's
mother is ill and cannot milk the water buffalo, there is a problem.
Lakshmi will allow nobody else to milk her. There is one way, says
mother. . .. "Never I" says father. But Lakshmi must be milked and so,
to the delight of his family, its dignified head sheepishly puts on his
wife's red head scarf and her many golden bangles and milks Lakshmi.
Guillot, Rene. The Castle of the Crested Bird; tr. by Gwen Marsh; illus. by Paul
Durand. Watts, 1970. 48p. $5.95.
In an oversize book, romantic illustrations, many of them full-page
Ad or spread over, are fittingly matched to a romantic fairy-tale text. The
4-5 adopted daughter of a woodcutter, small Mariela discovers that the love-
ly, unhappy queen in the castle nearby is convinced that a small, blue
bird is her lost son. The bird, conversing with Mariela, says that he is
not. Then some servants dress the child (who, by sheer coincidence looks
very much like the lost prince) as a boy-but the queen is not deceived.
Mariela stays with the royal household and eventually is led by the bird
to the prince; home they go and everybody lives happily ever after. Mari-
ela's resemblance to the prince and her orphaned state do not lead to a
discovery that she is of the blood royal, but the story is otherwise pat-
terned and predictable, well-written but not unusual.
Hamblin, Dora Jane. Pots and Robbers. Simon and Schuster, 1970. 258p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.73 net.
A most interesting series of true stories about some of the dramatic
R aspects of archeology. With wit and zest, the author describes the excite-
7- ment of finding some of the treasured sites of the past, the organized
despoliation of tombs, the marauding of tourists, the perpetration of ex-
pert forgeries, and the embattled police, archeologists, and art experts
who ferret out the tomb robbers and the peddlers of stolen goods. The
material is fresh, the writing style lively. An index is appended.
Hazen, Barbara Shook. Where Do Bears Sleep? illus. by Ian E. Staunton. Addi-
son-Wesley, 1970. 42p. $4.95.
Soft colors in realistic drawings show a series of animals, wild and
R tame. The rhyming text, which is occasionally faulty, is simply written,
2-5 with animal names printed in a contrasting color. "Birds and bats, what
yrs about those? Bats sleep on rafters, in orderly rows .... Birds rest in
nests. Some nest in a tree. Some nest in cliffs overlooking the sea." The
book ends with the thought of how pleasant it is for a child to go to bed:
soft pillow, prayers said, night light, Teddy for comfort.
Heide, Florence Parry. Maximilian Becomes Famous; illus. by Ed Renfro. Funk
and Wagnalls, 1969. 28p. $3.95.
"So, what are mice famous for?" Maximilian asks his mother. "I just
Ad don't know, dear. Don't gulp your breakfast, dear." Maximilian decides
3-5 to go to the zoo, because one of the famous animals there may be able
yrs to tell him what mice are famous for. No luck. In fact, several famous
animals sneer at the idea that a mouse may be famous. Maximilian con-
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ceives the brilliant thought of being famous as the first mouse to be in
a zoo, an idea he propounds to the zoo keeper, who helpfully decides that
it would be a good idea. So Maximilian gets his own tiny cage at the zoo,
permission to come and go as he pleases, and on his bed at home there
is a sign that says, "Maximilian; famous for being in the zoo." The draw-
ings are cartoon-like, big and scratchy, good for use with a group at
story hour. The writing is blithe and entertaining, the ending weak.
Herzka, Heina. Robin in Red Boots; illus. by Heiri Steiner; tr. from the German
by Elizabeth D. Crawford. Harcourt, 1970. 16p. $4.25.
Like a Richard Scarry book, this has oversize pages filled with the
NR incidental details small children like to point out over and over. It is
3-5 really a series of quasi stories, each double page spread showing the
yrs stiff little figure, repeated in many poses, on a fanciful round trip. As
an example, the first begins, "Robin is flying on a big white bird. The
bird flies with Robin past the sun and the moon. On top of the mountain
Robin climbs off. The white bird flies away. .. ." Written by a psychia-
trist, the book may carry a message of reassurance in the missions ac-
complished, but as a collection of stories it is stilted and often diffuse.
Hitte, Kathryn. Boy, Was I Mad! illus. by Mercer Mayer. Parents' Magazine,
1969. 29p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
Sitting on a stool in the corner, facing the wall and glaring balefully
R over his shoulder, a small boy in cowboy garb declares himself so angry
K-2 that he will run away. As he wanders around the neighborhood, he finds
small adventures that take his mind off his wrath; in fact, he has to keep
remembering to be angry, especially when he finds a friend to play with.
At his own front door, he recalls the original plan but decides that din-
ner smells too good to miss. His mother is most appreciative when she
hears that he has swerved from his stern path. The story ends with,
"That was some day-that day when I ran away." The illustrations are
humorous, set early in the century; the story, although it is not highly
original, is written with verve, has a strain of dreams of glory, and only
a hint of cuteness here and there.
Holmgren, Virginia C. Swallows Come Home; illus. by Tom O'Sullivan. Follett,
1969. 32p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.49 net.
A slight story, with attractive illustrations (alternately black and
M white and full color) that have considerable vitality. Two barn swallows,
3-4 returning north, look for their former nesting site, but the barn that had
been their summer home has been demolished. They finally build their
nest on an old zoo train that has been superseded by a new model. One
day when the zoo is crowded with visitors, the old train is put into oper-
ation, and the nestlings are off on a ride, followed by anxious parent
birds. The children on the train have helped by moving out of the nest-
crowned car so that the birds will not be afraid to fly down and feed
their nestlings. The story gives some information about barn swallows
and it certainly encourages consideration for animal life, but it is weak-
ened by a thin plot, static writing, and an ending that is disappointing,
since it is really only the conclusion of an incident and doesn't seem to
warrant all the excitement that is generated among the people in the
story.
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Horizon Magazine. Beethoven; by the editors of Horizon Magazine; narr. by
David Jacobs; in consultation with Elliot Forbes. American Heritage,
1970. 152p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A vivacious text is almost over-illustrated, many of the pictures be-
R ing of such scenes as the market square in Bonn or a theater in Vienna,
7- of many contemporaries of Beethoven as well as of him and his homes.
The book gives a broad historical background, pointing out the relation-
ships between the composer and both the aristocratic and republican
factions, owing his living and (in large part) his reputation to the former
and dedicating his allegiance to the latter. The surly genius Ludwig van
Beethoven is vividly evoked, and his place in music history made all the
clearer because it is carefully analyzed; the integration of historical,
musical, and personal material is remarkably smooth. A basic Beetho-
ven record library, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Horizon Magazine. The Search for King Arthur; by the editors of Horizon Maga-
zine; narr. by Christopher Hibbert; in consultation with Charles Thomas.
American Heritage, 1969. 153p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.49 net.
Detailed and intricate, the story of the growth of the Arthurian legend
R is intriguing both as a literary and a historical puzzle. This is an explo-
7- ration of the earliest references, direct and indirect, to the historical
figure-a task made more difficult by some of the dubious evidence of
early invention of added fiction that became the basis for the legend that
has been, for centuries, the epitome of romance and chivalry. The au-
thors describe the growth and change in the legend, and the investiga-
tions that have gone on for so many hundreds of years in a search for
the truth about the once and future king. The book is profusely illustrat-
ed; unfortunately there are several instances where a turn of the page
brings a double-spread illustration with a caption that may seem confus-
ingly like a continuation of the text. The writing is competent, the mate-
rial so organized that there is some overlapping; in toto, however, the
text has not only historical and literary interest, but an element of de-
tective-story appeal. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Hughes, Langston. Black Misery; illus. by Arouni. Eriksson, 1969. 54p. $2.50.
The black answer to Happiness is a Warm Puppy. The captions for a
R series of black and white drawings were written by Langston Hughes
5-9 shortly before his death. A few ("Misery is when Uncle Joe gave you a
button-up sweater and you wanted a slip-over that bunches at the bot-
tom.") are universal, the rest are wry comments on being black: having
to eschew watermelon, being suspected of attempted purse-snatching if
you offer to help an old white woman across the street, hearing your
mother say a bad word because the taxi driver won't pick her up. A few
pages are weak, but most of the book has impact and the illustrations
are deft; despite the juvenile format, the book should have wide appeal.
Jackson, Jacqueline. The Orchestra Mice; illus. by Robert Morrow. Reilly and
Lee, 1970. 27p. $3.50.
Once upon a time there were a father and mother mouse who so doted
R on music that they lived with a symphony orchestra, unbeknownst to the
K-3 musicians. Their twelve offspring were carefully trained as musicians,
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and it was this virtuosity that saved their lives, for one night the little
mice were unfortunately trapped in some instruments just as a concert
began, and the orchestra members (who were making strange musical
noises) attacked. But the mouse parents, cool-headed, called for an im-
promptu performance of the Goldberg Variations, and the human beings
were so enthralled that the mice were promptly taken on as permanent
advisers and esteemed house-guests. The writing is in gay rhyme, which
only occasionally falters metrically, and the pace is andantino; the illus-
trations are scribbly but not too busy, and they have some charming
touches-such as the adult mice taking a bow, each mounted on a lens of
an upturned pair of opera glasses. The musical references may add to
the pleasure of the knowledgeable, but they are all comprehensible with-
in the context.
Kistner, Erich. Lisa and Lottie; illus. by Victoria de Larrea; tr. by Cyrus
Brooks. Knopf, 1969. 136p. $3.95.
Long out of print, the romantic comedy first published in Germany
R under the title Das Doppelte Lottchen and later used as a movie script.
4-6 When their parents had been divorced, the twin babies Lottie and Lisa
had been separated. Age nine, they meet in a summer camp, are struck
by the appearance of their doubles, and-bit by bit-realize the truth. So
they change places and, since they are quite different, Lottie and Lisa
create mild havoc in the lives of their parents, in the end achieving the
reunion on which both girls have set their minds. The writing is ebul-
lient and sophisticated, more than compensating for the plot, which will
surely appeal to girls despite the predictability of the outcome.
Keeping, Charles. Joseph's Yard; written and illus. by Charles Keeping. Watts,
1970. 31p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $3.30 net.
Keeping's illustrations are always a delight in their high sense of de-
Ad sign and dramatic use of color. Here the first pages are not particularly
K-2 effective as an accompaniment to the story, although artistically inter-
esting, but the succeeding pages are intrinsically complementary to the
story as well as handsome. A small boy who has planted a seedling
learns, by hard experience, that one cannot expect growth if a plant (or
child?) is deprived of a natural environment. When he cuts the first
rose, there are no more blossoms; the next year Joseph learns that he
cannot cover the plant to protect it from birds and insects, because it
needs the sun. Seasons pass, the plant grows bigger. The last pages show
a luxuriant plant, birds and cats, and a happy boy. The message, possibly
intended, seems to be freedom, love, and sharing. Not a strong plot, but
a strong theme.
Kent, Jack. The Grown-Up Day. Parents' Magazine, 1969. 28p. illus. Trade
ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
A description in rhyme of two children pretending to be the mother
Ad and father of a family (dog, doll, teddy bear) has the appeal of familiar-
4-6 ity; the slight note of cuteness in child behavior is probably more ap-
yrs pealing to adults. The illustrations, however, have comic touches to in-
trigue the read-aloud audience: "I kiss them all good-bye/ And off to
work I go/ And then I come back home again/ And kiss them all hello."
[1811
The last line is illustrated by a cringing "father" ducking the slobbering
kisses of the dog.
Knopf, Mildred O. Around America; A Cookbook for Young People; illus. by Pat
Ronson Stewart. Knopf, 1969. 209p. $4.50.
Each group of regional recipes is preceded by some background in-
Ad formation, partly historical, partly culinary; half-a-dozen regional dish-
7- es are given for each section (for example, for New England: clam chow-
der, Boston baked beans, New England boiled dinner, Indian pudding, blue-
berry pie). Some of the selections hardly fall in the category of regional
food (fried tomatoes, strawberry shortcake, blueberry pie, boiled rice)
but most do. The recipes are clearly written in procedural steps, with
ingredients listed first, as usual, but with utensils and implements listed
after the cooking instructions. An index is appended.
Krementz, Jill. Sweet Pea; A Black Girl Growing Up in the Rural South. Har-
court, 1969. 95p. illus. $4.50.
Good photographs of Sweet Pea's family, friends, neighbors, class-
R mates, and church acquaintances make vivid the milieu in which she
3-5 lives. Just turned ten and in fourth grade, Sweet Pea (teacher and the
minister, she says, persist in calling her Barbara) lives with a working
mother and four little brothers in a rented house in Alabama; father,
separated from his wife, lives nearby and visits the children, and sev-
eral older sisters live away from home. Sweet Pea (a charmer) prattles
on about school, chores at home, the weekly climax of churchgoing, her
dreams for the future, the happy Christmas when each child received
(among other things) the bicycle for which mother had saved all year.
This is, of course, the way of life for only some black people in the
rural south, but it is a clear picture of that way of life: hard but not in-
tolerable, busy and hard-working, the warmth of family love and the fel-
lowship of religion looming large.
Kiibler, Arthur, ad. Peter and the Rabbits; ad. and illus. by Arthur Kiibler; tr.
by Roseanna Hoover. Atheneum, 1969. 24p. $4.95.
First published in Switzerland, an adaptation of an old tale. Each page
Ad of text in the oversize book is faced by an illustration in full but muted
4-5 color, most of the pictures filled by busy details. The king has offered
his daughter and the right of succession to any man who can tend the roy-
al rabbits for four days without losing them. One by one, the three sons
of a farmer apply. The first two (both of whom had sneered en route at
an old woman asking for help) are thrown into the snake pit. The youngest
son, Peter, helps the old woman, who gives him a magic flute. Through
various traps and trials Peter persists . . . and wins. The format is
more suitable for the read-aloud audience than for the child in the middle
grades; the plot is patterned, the writing style adequate.
Lawrence, John. Pope Leo's Elephant; written and illus. by John Lawrence.
World, 1970. 31p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.86 net.
Based in part on fact (Pope Leo X was indeed given an elephant by
Ad the King of Portugal) is a story first published in England in 1969. A
K-2 small boy, Paolo, whose father is a papal chair-bearer, begs the favor
of helping with the elephant; it is granted and the two become insepa-
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rable. Raphael paints the beast and then decides it can be put to work in
the building of a cathedral. The elephant becomes a hero when it puts out
a fire and then saves the life of the Pope by holding up a broken beam.
The elephant is immortalized in a fountain, and it and Paolo live "happily
in the Vatican City for the rest of their days." The style is adequate, the
situation and setting interesting; the elephant-makes-good plot is weak,
especially in the ending. The illustrations are most attractive, particu-
larly the colorful crowd scenes of the sixteenth century.
Lear, Edward. Incidents in the Life of My Uncle Arly; illus. by Dale Maxey.
Follett, 1969. 28p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.99 net.
First published in England, an oversize book with bold, colorful, silly
R pictures that are a good complement to the deft daffiness of Lear's po-
K-3 etry. A happy, solitary rambler, Uncle Arly wandered the countryside
for over forty years, his only companion a faithful cricket, his only woe
(and the refrain of the poem) his tight shoes. The rhyme and rhythm are
compelling, the plot irrelevant.
MacBeth, George. Jonah and the Lord; illus. by Margaret Gordon. Holt, 1970.
28p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.59 net.
A version that follows the Bible story fairly closely, but is couched
R in today's language (with a few words invented by the author) and has
K-2 minor variations on the theme. The stylized illustrations, in gay full
color, have a stern Assyrian note in the figures and a wild freedom in
design; the cresting waves, for example, curl almost in a circle and the
big fish (it isn't called a whale) is resplendent with scales of green,
orange, and yellow. The writing has zest and humor, yet it makes clear
that Jonah was spared only because he learned humility and became
wise in the ways of the Lord.
McKown, Robin. Lumumba; A Biography. Doubleday, 1969. 202p. illus. Trade
ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.70 net.
Although the sympathetic tone verges on the adulatory in some pas-
R sages, this is an excellent biography of Patrice Lumumba, whose early
7-10 political life was devoted to moderation and included (to the disappro-
bation of some of his followers and opponents) a recognition of Belgian
accomplishment in the Congo. As the African atmosphere changed and
as Lumumba's political experience led to sophistication, he became
both more militant and more forthspoken. The history of Congolese in-
dependence is complicated; this is as clear as it is possible to be about
the factions, successes, reversals, compromises, and betrayals. After
Mobutu's coup, Patrice Lumumba's days were numbered; murdered by
arrangement at the age of thirty-five, he has been as much venerated as
maligned. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Manley, Seon, ed. To You with Love; A Treasury of Great Romantic Literature;
ed. by Seon Manley and Gogo Lewis; illus. by Evelyn Copelman. Macrae,
1969. 288p. $5.50.
An anthology of prose and poetry, variations on a theme. The selec-
Ad tions range from adequate to good, some of the material lightly humor-
6-10 ous, several of the prose selections and poems poignant; some famous
love letters are included. The contributors range from Abelard to one of
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the editors; brief biographical notes are appended. A useful but not un-
usual anthology.
May, Julian. Moving Hills of Sand; illus. by John Hawkinson. Hawthorn Books,
1969. 26p. $3.95.
Beautifully illustrated with delicate paintings of dune and woodland,
R this is a description of the dunes country at the southern end of Lake
3-5 Michigan, an area for which conservationists have been fighting for
years-a battle only partially won. The dune forms when moving sand
encounters an obstacle, builds and shifts-demolishing anything in its
path-until the cycle of vegetation binds it down to the land. Thus the
old dunes, far inland, have become marshes and forests and towns,
while the living dunes near the water still grow and move, and the lake
area dwindles, year by year. The writing is straightforward and sedate.
Norris, Gunilla B. A Time for Watching; illus. by Paul Giovanopoulos. Knopf,
1969. 82p. $4.50.
Joachim never intended to do any damage, he just liked to find out
Ad how things worked. Most of the time he was able to hold his curiosity
3-5 in check, but now it was summer ... and his best friend was away ...
and he had nothing to do. Perhaps that was why he became so deter-
mined to get into Old Janson's house via the narrow coal chute, that he
dieted. The old man repaired watches, and this was to Joachim an ir-
resistible lure. It wasn't until he had helped the crotchety old man after
a fall that Joachim began to understand that there was a similarity be-
tween them: each had earned his reputation, each had felt a grudge
against the world. Then, Joachim reasoned, whether you were an old
man or a ten-year-old boy, the way to change things was to start by
changing yourself. Although the story is set in Sweden, it has a theme
that is universal. The book gets off to a slow start and moves along at
a deliberate pace, but it is realistic and, at moments, percipient.
Rinkoff, Barbara. Name: Johnny Pierce. Seabury Press, 1969. 124p. $3.95.
There are all sorts of reasons why a fifteen-year-old boy can stray
R into trouble. Johnny's were not very dramatic: his best friend seemed
5-9 to be busy with other things, his parents seemed to prefer his younger
brother and sister, and Mick and his gang seemed to be having fun and
games. Johnny was only a passenger when the stolen car crashed, with
Mick at the wheel, but his encounter with the police led him to take a
sober look at the way he was drifting, and he concluded that there was
no point in blaming other people: it was his life, and he was the one to
change the pattern. Low-keyed and realistic, the story depends on natu-
ral development and perception rather than high drama, and it is the
more convincing for that reason. Also important is the fact that other
factors do not change: Johnny's friend is still busy with his own affairs,
his siblings still avid attention-getters.
Robinson, Barbara. The Fattest Bear in the First Grade; illus. by Cyndy Sze-
keres. Random House, 1969. 32p. $2.95.
No question about it, the message is dietary, although it is wrapped
NR about in a story about koala bears; the illustrations are softly drawn, the
K-2 koalas amusing but not quite engaging. Roberta is fatter than any of her
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friends, and she finds that it hampers her social life at school. Who
wants to play hide and seek with a bear who is too plump to conceal her-
self? But Roberta's ability to resist food isn't aroused until she wants
a frilly pink dress instead of a sensible dark one. She diets; she loses
weight; she gets the dress. The style is simple but repetitive, the plot
patterned. The repeated references to "bears" ("the saleslady bear";
"Uncle Harold Bear") may lead children to believe that koalas are in-
deed members of the bear family.
Rydberg, Ernie. The Yellow Line. Meredith, 1969. 124p. $3.95.
A mystery story with an omniscient adolescent sleuth, a complicated
NR plot, and a crowded list of stock characters. Mike, who is an orphan,
6-9 comes to stay with an aunt in a small town at the end of his sophomore
year of high school. He gets a job as a reporter on the town paper and
begins to suspect that his predecessor had been murdered, not commit-
ted suicide. He also suspects two estranged sisters who live in a house
divided by a yellow line. He also suspects his employer. Outcome: the
predecessor had been murdered (accidentally) by the employer and one
sister had killed the other (accidentally) and was playing both parts. Oh
yes, and one member of the newspaper staff is an arsonist. The aunt,
who had been anything but hospitable, inexplicably turns maternal at the
very end of the story.
Summers, Richard. Ball-Shy Pitcher. Steck-Vaughn, 1970. 152p. $2.95.
Like many sports stories., this emphasizes race relations as well,
Ad but it looks at the problem from all angles. Kenneth's family has just
4-6 moved to a new part of town, and his classmates are chiefly Mexican-
American; he and a Negro boy, Harold, become close friends. Both
mothers are apprehensive; both fathers are pleased. Theme number two:
Kenneth, a good pitcher and runner, ducks the ball until the coach figures
out what to do. Despite a severe handicap, this is a fairly good baseball
story. The baseball sequences are good, and the story has more balance
than does most sports fiction for the middle grades. The severe weak-
ness of the book is the encyclopedia-style information doled out by Ken-
neth about his hobby, snakes; a minor flaw is in the depiction of all fe-
male characters as unsympathetic: the nervous mothers, the teacher
who is quite harsh to a new boy (she later shows some understanding)
and a sister who had caused Kenneth's fear when he was younger.
Sutton, Felix. Conquest of the Moon; written by Felix Sutton and Alvin Maurer;
illus. by Raul Mina Mora and National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration. Grosset, 1969. 64p. $1.95.
"From earliest times," the book begins, "man has turned his gaze
M upward in the night to gaze at our nearest neighbor in space with wonder-
5-7 ment and awe. The moon (for that is indeed what it is). .. ." This inaus-
piciously flowery note occurs here and there throughout the text, which
is poorly organized and includes information about the formation of the
moon, its effect on tides, its orbit, etc. It then moves on to exploration
of space, returning to previous flights after mentioning the moon landing,
then going on to describe the flight of the Apollo 11. The writing is dif-
fuse and rambling, the format unattractive: two columns of print are
broken by inset questions in heavy type. Some of the questions seem of
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minor importance, such as "What was the first telephone call to the
moon?" The earlier portion of the book also discusses and rather wasp-
ishly refutes some of the superstitions about the moon. There is no in-
dex; the table of contents consists of a listing of the inset questions, one
or two per page.
Townsend, John Rowe. The Intruder. Lippincott, 1970. 220p. $4.50.
Set in a village in England, on the coast of the Irish Sea, a dramatic
R and compelling story with fine characterization, an imaginative plot, and
6-9 a remarkable evocation of atmosphere and mood. Sixteen-year-old Ar-
nold Haithwaite has never been told who he really is; he lives with his
"dad" (he is the old man's illegitimate grandson but has not been told
that) and he sees his dad fall more and more under the spell of the
stranger, who claims his name is also Arnold Haithwaite, and who
moves in and takes command of the household, his goal being to com-
mercialize the town, once thriving and now moribund. The intruder is
so plausible that none of the adults to whom Arnold turns for help take
him seriously, although it is clear to the reader that the man is not only
evil but criminal. The solution is unexpected but plausible, the exciting
ending a fitting one to a tale pregnant with suspense.
Vineberg, Ethel. Grandmother Came from Dworitz; A Jewish Story; illus. by
Rita Briansky. Tundra Books, 1969. 58p. $4.
In nineteenth century Russia, Jews were confined to the shtetl, the
R small cities of the Jewish pale, where life was centered on the synagogue.
4-7 Sarah Mishkofsky's father was one of the few men in his shtetl who spoke
Russian and was therefore delegated spokesman for his fellow Jews. Al-
though her people's lives were circumscribed by discrimination and ex-
clusion, Sarah was a happy child and later a contented wife and mother
whose children all emigrated to America. One daughter, Nachama, who
settled in New Brunswick, was the mother of the author. This is the first
of a series of books on the origins of Canadians (a French edition of each
will be published) and in each case the story will be based on the life of
the author or illustrator of the book. The text here is sedate but the ma-
terial is fascinating, giving a vivid picture of the restrictions upon Rus-
sian Jews, their rich communal life, and the heavy exodus to the United
States and Canada. The illustrations, black and white, are rich in period
detail and very attractive.
Weber, Lenora Mattingly. How Long Is Always? T. Y. Crowell, 1970. 226p.
$4.50.
A protagonist familiar to Katie Rose fans, younger sister Stacy Bel-
Ad ford takes a summer job as driver-helper to an olderly man. His wife
6-9 is icy toward Stacy ... only because anything her husband does is anath-
ema. Stacy has the usual problems of adapting to a new situation, falling
in love with an older man, trying to thaw her employer's wife. The events
are natural and realistic, although the book lacks the warmth of the Bel-
ford family stories; the characterization and story line are adequate, the
writing marred by a trick that is overdone: Stacy has trouble with long
words (". . . swivel on the vine .. ." and "Pride and Perjurious") and
this becomes a bit cute. Stacy also exhibits occasional gaps in knowledge
or intelligence that don't quite ring true. She is sixteen, and asks her
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mother what "tact" means, and at one point when she is reading "Gone
with the Wind" she rushes over to ask a friend who has read it "if he
didn't think Scarlett had a chance to win Rhett back."
Weir, Rosemary. No Sleep for Angus; illus. by Elisabeth Grant. Abelard-Schu-
man, 1970. 144p. $3.95.
A London story, most of the action occurring in the docks area, where
M two criminals who have robbed a band are hiding out in an old barge,
5-6 waiting for their transport. They have kidnapped Angus, a twelve-year-
old boy who had witnessed the crime; Angus, left with the girl friend of
a third member of the gang, Ray, comes to the barge with Polly after
Ray has been shot by his confederates. Polly, who refuses to go to the
police, reasons that if she and Angus can get the money, it will prove
their good intent and help Ray get off lightly. The writing style is uneven
and the plot unbelievable, the book's assets being an interesting setting
and some colorful characters.
Wilford, John Noble. We Reach the Moon; based upon the original book published
by The New York Times and Bantam Books. Norton, 1969. 132p. illus.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.51 net.
A very good summary of the epic flight of the Apollo 11 and of the
R years of experimentation and technical refinement that made it possible.
5-9 The text describes the discussions among space scientists, the success-
es and failures of theories, and the decisions that shaped the details of
the Apollo 11 flight, itself recorded in some detail. The concluding chap-
ter discusses the analysis of lunar samples and the "few tentative con-
clusions" that may be drawn from our new knowledge. Full-color photo-
graphs are inserted; the labeling and placement of diagrams is not al-
ways discriminating, but the book as a whole is excellent: competently
written, with good coverage and a good balance between cold fact and
scientific conjecture. A relative index is appended.
Williams, Jay. School for Sillies; illus. by Friso Henstra. Parents' Magazine,
1969. 38p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
King Kilian, as complacently conceited a monarch as ever sat a
Ad throne, knew that he was the smartest man in the kingdom. Didn't ev-
K-2 erybody always agree with him? For the daughter of such a king. clear-
ly, no suitor was good enough. The king's daughter thought otherwise,
her affections firmly fixed on a young man named Kit. Determined to
win Princess Zinnia, Kit embarks on a devious and successful scheme
to prove to the king that no man is always smart. Brisk and clever, the
tale is illustrated by four-color pictures that effectively combine elab-
orate detail with plenty of contrasting blank space. This is a variation
on an old pattern, but the plot is patterned.
Winsor, Robert. A Little Happy Music; written and illus. by Robert Winsor.
Hawthorn Books, 1969. 26p. $3.95.
Kenny and Idella come home from school one day to find an old piano
M that their grandmother has sent over; they bang away happily and the
3-4 neighbors object to the noise. Their father and uncle come home; Uncle
Charles can really play, and Kenny is delighted when he's shown how to
fill in a simple chord on signal. The neighbors show up again, but this
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time it is to join in the dancing that the family has begun. A very slight
story, useful because of the demand for black characters and urban set-
tings, and with good family relationships, but uncomfortably close to the
stereotype of all-blacks-have-rhythm. The characters themselves are
not stereotyped-they are middle class, a typical small urban apartment
family. The illustrations have vitality, but the drawings of people are
often awkward.
Wolff, Angelika. Mom I Broke My Arm I illus. by Leo Glueckselig. Lion, 1969.
45p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.79 net.
An oversize book that is meant to prepare children for the procedures
Ad used when a bone is broken, useful because of the gap it fills, since most
K-3 preparation-for-illness books deal with hospital visits. The book is over-
size, the illustrations quite awkward, the text adequately written if heav-
ily wrapped in a fictional framework. Steven breaks his arm, which is x-
rayed; a specialist puts a cast on and six weeks later removes the cast
and provides a splint. Good: the story can prepare a child for such an ac-
cident, and it admits that there is pain. Not so good: the implication that
a cast-wearer is a temporary hero (Show and Tell, presents at home,
new clothes, attention from older brother) may lead some small listen-
ers to disappointment.
Zakhoder, Boris. Star Bright; ad. from the Russian by Marguerita Rudolph; illus.
by Stanley Mack. Lothrop, 1969. 30p. Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed.
$3.56 net.
A read-aloud story with a message about friendship, bias, and self-
M esteem, the dramatic illustrations using poster techniques to intensify
K-2 mood or show character. Both illustrations and text do this quite suc-
cessfully with a cast of a toad, assorted birds, flowers, and insects,
and one boy (a bit part but crucial). Young and innocent, the little toad
the flowers called "Star Bright" never knew she was ugly until called
that by the boy-in fact, she hadn't realized she was a toad. Her grief
mitigated by the indignation of her friends, Star Bright realized she had
work to do, protecting the flowers from bugs, snails, and caterpillars.
End of sob scene, and a cheerful return to work. The story line is slight,
the writing style of the adaptation adequate, the illustrations interesting.
Ziegler, Ursina. Squaps the Moonling; tr. from the German by Barbara Kowal
Gollob; illus. by Sita Jucker. Atheneum, 1969. 26p. $4.95.
An oversize picture book with attractive illustrations (soft colors,
Ad lively figures, an occasional strong composition) in a science fantasy
K-2 for the very young. An astronaut returns to earth with an adventurous
stowaway, the little Moonling who soon becomes homesick and flies off
at the time of the full moon, leaving his Moonstone necklace to show his
gratitude for hospitality. Squaps is rather like the Lifton kappas, his
plump little figure clad only in the necklace, his eyes on stalks (but they
persist in looking like extrusions from quite human eyes) and amiability
shining in his face. The writing style has a mechanical quality, rarely
informal and even more rarely humorous.
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. Words from History. 54
BABBITT. Search for Delicious. 21
BABUN. Varieties of Man. 155
BAKER, C. Kittens and the Cardinals. 156
BAKER, E. I Want to Be an Architect. 171
BAKER, J. Strike the Tent. 139
. Vital Process; Photosynthesis. 140
BAKER, M. Mountain and the Summer Stars. 21
BALDERSON. When Jays Fly to Barbmo. 123
Ball-Shy Pitcher. Summers. 185
Ballad of the Burglar of Babylon. Bishop. 22
Ballooning Adventures of Paddy Pork. Goodall.
111
"Banner, Forward!" The Pictorial Biography of
a Guide Dog. Rappaport. 116
BARBER. Ghosts. 92
Barbie. Barne. 2
BARNE. Barbie. 2
BARON, ed. Here I Am! An Anthology of Poems
Written by Young People of Some of America's
Minority Groups. 124
BARRETT. Old MacDonald Had an Apartment
House. 75
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BARTH. Lilies, Rabbits, and Painted Eggs; The
Story of the Easter Symbols. 156
BARTOS-HOPPNER. Hunters of Siberia. 124
Baseball Bargain. Corbett. 126
Baseball's Youngest Big Leaguers. Devaney. 6
BATTERBERRY, ad. Twentieth Century Art.
140
BAUM. Kidnapped Santa Claus. 54
BAUMANN. Caspar and His Friends; A Collec-
tion of Puppet Plays. 2
. In the Land of Ur; The Discovery of An-
cient Mesopotamia. 140
BAYLOR. Before You Came This Way. 172
Bears of Sansur. Stinetorf. 18
Beastly Alphabet. Mendoza. 62
Beastly Circus. Parish. 15
Bedouins. Hoyt. 11
Beethoven. Gimpel. 177
Beethoven. Horizon Magazine and Jacobs, narr.
180
Befana's Gift. Carlson. 39
Before the Indians. May. 85
Before You Came This Way. Baylor. 172
Beginning of Life; How Babies Are Born. Evans.
80
Behind the Magic Line. Erwin. 79
Behind the Scenes in the Theatre. Grey. 111
Belinda's New Spring Hat. Clymer. 5
BELPRE, ad. Ote; A Puerto Rican Folk Tale.
172
. Santiago. 124
BELTING. Christmas Folk. 140
BELVeS. How Artists Work. 2
BENCHLEY. Sam the Minuteman. 124
BENDICK. Living Things. 2
. Why Can't I? 22
Benjamin Disraeli. Grant. 44
BENTLEY. Brontes and Their World. 125
BERGER. Joe Namath. 107
BERNHEIM. Week in Aya's World; The Ivory
Coast. 107
Best Friends for Frances. Hoban. 46
BIBLE. Nativity; The Christmas Creche at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 38
Bico; A Brazilian Raft Fisherman's Son. Forman.
158
BIEGEL. King of the Copper Mountains. 141
Big Ben. Walker. 121
Billy Lightfoot. Erno. 142
BINZEN. Punch and Jonathan. 172
Birdy Jones. Hildick. 113
BIRMINGHAM, ed. Our Time Is Now; Notes from
the High School Underground. 172
Birth of Sunset's Kittens. Stevens. 18
BISCHOFF. Mystery on the Rancho Grande. 75
BISHOP. Ballad of the Burglar of Babylon. 22
Black American Leaders. Young. 138
Black and Brave; The Black Soldier in America.
Lindenmeyer. 161
Black Bondage. Goodman. 25
Black Box. Carr. 39
Black Folktales. Lester. 101
Black Misery. Hughes. 180
Black Pride. Harris and Hobson. 60
Black Sheep. Merrill. 131
Blackboard Bear. Alexander. 1
BLEEKER. Ibo of Biafra. 108
BLEGVAD. Great Hamster Hunt. 3
BLOCH, tr. Ivanko and the Dragon; An Old
Ukrainian Folk Tale. 92
Blood. Zim. 70
Blue above the Trees. Clark. 40
Blues I Can Whistle. Johnson. 98
BLUME. One in the Middle Is the Green Kangaroo.
125
BOLIAN. Something Grows. 118
Bolivar the Liberator. Syme. 67
BOMANS. Wily Wizard and the Wicked Witch;
And Other Weird Stories. 156
BONHAM. Vagabundos. 38
BONNELL. Why Did You Go to College, Linda
Warren? 125
Book of Nature Poems. Cole, comp. 94
Book of Venus for You. Branley. 126
BORACK. Someone Small. 55
BORTSTEIN. Super Joe; The Joe Namath Story.
108
BOTHWELL. Parsonage Parrot. 76
Boy from Abilene; The Story of Dwight David
Eisenhower. Sherman. 31
Boy on a White Giraffe. Hallard. 128
Boy, Was I Mad! Hitte. 179
Boy with Many Houses. Sandberg. 166
BRADBURY. Andy's Mountain. 3
BRANLEY. Book of Venus for You. 126
. Mystery of Stonehenge. 38
BRAUDE. Ronald Learns about College Teaching.
22
Break a Leg! Pevsner. 105
BRECHT. Little Fox. 22
BRETT. Hatsy Catsy. 141
BRIGGS. Science Ship. 23
BRINDZE. Investing Money. 23
Broderick. Ormondroyd. 104
Brontes and Their World. Bentley. 125
BROWN, P. Harlequin Corner. 3
BROWN, R. Day of the Pigeons. 76
BRUNA.* Christmas. 39
BULLA. New Boy in Dublin. 76
BURCHARD. Chito. 93
BURT. Negroes in the Early West. 172
Busy Family. Woodard. 138
Butch Elects a Mayor. Hanff. 128
BUTLER. Captive Thunder. 3
Button Boat. Swarthout. 120
BYFIELD. Haunted Spy. 39
CALDER. Wonderful World of Medicine. 4
CALHOUN. Pixy and the Lazy Housewife. 55
Callow Pit Coffer. Crossley-Holland. 58
CAMPBELL. Let's Find Out About a Ball. 55
Candle at Dusk. Almedingen. 1
Can't You Pretend? Young. 170
CANTY. Join Hands with the Ghosts. 141
Captain John Paul Jones. Syme. 67
Captive Thunder. Butler. 3
Careers in Biological Science. Sarnoff. 17
Careers in Data Processing. Englebardt. 110
CARIGIET. Anton and Anne. 108
Carlito's World; A Block in Spanish Harlem.
Nash. 148
CARLSON. Befana's Gift. 39
. Marchers of the Dream. 173
Carol to a Child; And a Christmas Pageant. Wat-
son. 68
CARR. Black Box. 39
Caspar and His Friends; A Collection of Puppet
Plays. Baumann. 2
Castle of the Crested Bird. Guillot. 178
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Cat and the Coffee Drinkers. Steele. 119
Cat from Nowhere. Stirling. 120
Catch Me a Wind. Hubbell. 11
CAUDILL. Come Along! 40
Cavalcade of Goblins. Garner, ed. 58
CAVANAH, comp. Holiday Roundup. 4
CAVANNA. Spice Island Mystery. 108
Cedars of Charlo. Johnson. 82
CHANG, ad. Tales from Old China. 55
Chanukah Fable for Christmas. Coopersmith.
41
CHAPIN. Clean Streets, Clean Water, Clean
Air. 156
Charlotte Sometimes. Farmer. 158
CHARNOCK. Land and People of Poland. 4
CHASE. Danger-Men Talking! A Background
on Semantics and Communication. 56
Chaucer and His World. Halliday. 44
Chaucer and His World. Serraillier. 52
CHENERY. Wolfie. 93
Chicago Fire - 1871. Naden. 86
Children of Appalachia. Shull. 64
Children Who Got Married. Eicke. 95
Chito. Burchard. 93
Christmas. Bruna. 39
Christmas at the Tomten's Farm. Wiberg. 34
Christmas Cookie Sprinkle Snitcher. Vip. 68
Christmas Folk. Belting. 140
Christmas in America. Patterson. 51
Christmas Story. Keeping. 26
Christmas Tree Mystery. St. John. 63
CHRISTOPHER, J. Guardians. 173
CHRISTOPHER, M. Shortstop from Tokyo. 173
CHUBB. Venetians. 40
CHURCH. White Doe. 4
CHWAST, illus. Still Another Alphabet Book. 173
Circus in the Mist. Munari. 164
City and Country Mother Goose. Mother Goose
and Hoffmann, comp. 114
City Critters. Russell. 118
City in All Directions; An Anthology of Modern
Poems. Adoff, ed. 91
CLARK, A. Along Sandy Trails. 93
CLARK, M. Blue above the Trees. 40
Claudia. Wallace. 137
Claudia, Where Are You? Colman. 41
Clean Streets, Clean Water, Clean Air. Chapin.
156
Cleared for Takeoff; Behind the Scenes at an Air-
port. Coombs. 77
CLEAVER. Grover. 174
. Where the Lilies Bloom. 56
CLEMENTS. Face of Abraham Candle. 93
Cleopatra. Leighton. 100
CLIFFORD. Land and People of Malaysia. 56
Clotilda. Kent. 11
Clubhouse. Mann. 102
CLYMER. Belinda's New Spring Hat. 5
COATSWORTH. George and Red. 57
. Indian Mound Farm. 76
. Lucky Ones. 23
. They Walk in the Night. 94
COHEN. Animals of the City. 109
COLE, comp. Book of Nature Poems. 94
. What's Good for a Five-Year-Old? 40
COLES. Grass Pipe. 141
COLLINS. Mystery of the Giant Giraffe. 126
COLMAN. Andy's Landmark House. 57
__ . Claudia, Where Are You? 41
__ . Making Movies. 109
Colors. Reiss. 116
COLVER. Say Yes to Life. 109
Come Aboard and Bring Your Dory! Ogilvie. 104
Come Along! Caudill. 40
Common Sense of Tom Paine. O'Connor. 115
Community of Men. Kiddell. 99
CONE. Annie Annie. 41
Conquest of the Moon. Sutton and Maurer. 185
CONSTANT. Motoring Millers. 57
Continuing Revolution; A History of Physics.
Agassi. 37
COOK. Electronic Brain. 5
Cook-in. Fisher. 176
COOKE. Great Monster Hunt; The Story of the
Loch Ness Investigation. 94
. Inventions That Made History. 109
. Vietnam. 23
COOLIDGE. George Bernard Shaw. 57
. Maid of Artemis. 24
. Tom Paine, Revolutionary. 110
COOMBS, C. Cleared for Takeoff; Behind the
Scenes at an Airport. 77
COOMBS, P. Lisa and the Grompet. 174
COONEY. Garland of Games and Other Diversions;
An Alphabet Book. 5
COOPERSMITH. Chanukah Fable for Christmas.
41
CORBETT. Baseball Bargain. 126
. Ever Ride a Dinosaur? 41
Counting People; The Census in History. Alterman.
155
CRAWFORD. King's Astronomer; William Herschel.
42
Creation of the Sun and the Moon. Traven, ad. 67
CRETAN. Lobo. 126
. Me, Myself, and I. 142
CRONE. There Really Is a Santa Claus. 58
CROSSLEY-HOLLAND. Callow Pit Coffer. 58
CROWELL. Hogan for the Bluebird. 77
Crown for a Queen. Williams. 34
Cry Spy! True Stories of 20th Century Spies and
Spy Catchers. Wilkinson, ed. 154
Crystals from the Sea; A Look at Salt. Stone and
Ingmanson. 18
CULLEN. Lost Zoo. 157
Curious Tourists. Selz. 133
CURTIS. So Much to Live For. 59
Daly. Ladybug, Ladybug. 77
Dance in the Desert. L'Engle. 27
Danger-Men Talking ! A Background Book on Se-
mantics and Communication. Chase. 56
DANIELS, comp. Falcon under the Hat; Russian
Merry Tales and Fairy Tales. 127
Danny Dunn and the Smallifying Machine. Williams
and Abrashkin. 138
Dark Ages. Asimov. 37
DAVIDSON. Story of Eleanor Roosevelt. 78
Day Chiro Was Lost. Nakatani. 29
Day Jean-Pierre Joined the Circus. Gallico. 176
Day of Pleasure; Stories of a Boy Growing Up in
Warsaw. Singer. 134
Day of the Pigeons. Brown. 76
Day the Bicycles Disappeared. Pid. 51
Debbie and Her Family. Lenski. 161
Debbie Herself. Lenski. 161
Deep Search. Koob. 12
Deepwater Family. Duncan. 78
Defense Mechanisms. Hellman. 45
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DE KAY. Meet Martin Luther King, Jr. 142
DE LAGE. Witchy Broom. 5
DE NARVAEZ. My Dear Dolphin. 95
DEVANEY. Baseball's Youngest Big Leaguers. 6
DEVLIN, H. What Kind of a House Is That? 142
DEVLIN, W. How Fletcher Was Hatched. 110
Different Girl. Klaperman. 160
Digging Up Adam; The Story of L. S. B. Leakey.
Mulvey. 14
DILLON. Under the Orange Grove. 174
Diogenes. Aliki. 91
Dirk's Wooden Shoes. Fennema. 175
Discovering the Royal Tombs at Ur. Glubok, ed.
177
Discovering What Frogs Do. Simon. 167
Disease Detectives. Neal. 15
DOMANSKA, ad. Turnip. 78
Dominique and the Dragon. Tamchina. 89
DOMJAN. Little Cock. 127
Dragon in the Garden. Maddock. 27
Dragon Stew. McGowen. 114
DRDEK. Lefty's Boy. 78
Dream Time. Treece. 33
DUGAN. Sam Squirrel Goes to the City. 58
DUKE. Secret People. 6
DUNCAN. Deepwater Family. 78
DUNNING, comp. Some Haystacks Don't Even
Have Any Needle; And Other Complete Mod-
ern Poems. 24
DWIGGINS. Eagle Has Landed; The Story of
Lunar Exploration. 175
Dwight David Eisenhower. Reeder. 30
Dwight David Eisenhower. Steinberg. 52
Eagle Has Landed; The Story of Lunar Explora-
tion. Dwiggins. 175
EARLE. Praying Mantis. 79
. Rose Family. 175
Edge of the Cloud. Peyton. 165
EDWARDS, H. Lars Olav. 42
EDWARDS, L. Russia and Her Neighbours. 42
Eggs. Aliki, ad. 53
EICKE. Children Who Got Married. 95
Electronic Brain. Cook. 5
Elephant and the Bad Baby. Vipont. 136
ELGIN. Human Body: The Female Reproductive
System. 43
. Human Body: The Male Reproductive
System. 43
. Mormons. 79
ELLIS. Riptide. 157
ELMER. Lodestone and a Toadstone. 157
ELTING. If You Lived in the Days of the Wild
Mammoth Hunters. 157
Emperor's Gift. Weaver. 34
ENGLEBARDT. Careers in Data Processing.
110
Enoch. Raymond. 87
EPSTEIN. Who Says You Can't? 79
ERNO. Billy Lightfoot. 142
ERWIN, B. Behind the Magic Line. 79
. Go to the Room of the Eyes. 95
ERWIN, J. Mrs. Fox. 6
Escape from Nowhere. Eyerly. 6
Etienne-Henri and Gri-Gri. Surany. 135
EVANS. Beginning of Life; How Babies Are
Born. 80
Ever Ride a Dinosaur? Corbett. 41
Everybody In! A Counting Book. Rowan. 118
Evidence of Evolution. Hotton. 10
Experiments with Solar Energy. Halacy. 112
Extremists. Archer. 107
Eyeglasses and the Quarter. Wittman. 35
EYERLY. Escape from Nowhere. 6
Face of Abraham Candle. Clements. 93
Fair at Sorochintsi. Gogol. 8
Falcon under the Hat; Russian Merry Tales and
Fairy Tales. Daniels, comp. 127
FOLK. Your Career in Film Making. 111
False Start. Rabin. 105
FARLEY. Sergeant Finney's Family. 143
FARMER. Charlotte Sometimes. 158
Fattest Bear in the First Grade. Robinson. 184
FAULHABER. Music and Instruments for Children
to Make. 45
FENNEMA. Dirk's Wooden Shoes. 175
FENTEN. Plants for Pots; Projects for Indoor
Gardeners. 80
FENTON. Greece. 95
FERGUSON. How to Make Movies. 7
Festivals for You to Celebrate. Purdy. 105
Few Flies and I. Issa. 60
FIFE. Joe and the Talking Christmas Tree. 7
. What's New, Lincoln? 175
Fifty Plays for Holidays. Kamerman. 61
50,000 Names for Jeff. Snyder. 134
Finding Out about Shapes. Freeman. 158
Finn's Folly. Southall. 88
First ABC. Seymour. 118
First Book of the Cliff Dwellers. Marcus. 28
First Book of the Sun. Knight. 48
First Counting. Seymour. 133
First Elephant Comes to Ireland. Zimelman. 36
First Men. May. 28
First You Like Me. Marks. 84
FISCHLER. Stan Mikita. 127.
FISHER, K. Cook-in. 176
FISHER, L. Potters. 43
Fives, Sixes and Sevens. Stephenson, comp. 168
FLANAGAN. Window into an Egg. 7
FLEISHCHMAN. McBroom's Ear. 143
FLEMING. Senator from Maine; Margaret Chase
Smith. 158
Fogarty. Neville. 103
FOLSOM. If You Lived in the Days of the Wild
Mammoth Hunters. 157
Foot in Two Worlds. Martinez and Smith.
163
FORD. Water Boatman's Journey. 7
FORMAN, B. America's Place in the World
Economy. 24
FORMAN, L. Bico; A Brazilian Raft Fisherman's
Son. 158
Fourteen for Now; A Collection of Contemporary
Stories. Simon, ed. 167
FOX. King's Falcon. 8
. Portrait of Ivan. 96
Foxy and the Badgers. Montgomery. 85
Freddie Found a Frog. Napjus. 148
Free As a Frog. Hodges. 159
FREEMAN. Finding Out about Shapes. 158
FRENCH. Swim to Victory. 80
FRIEDLANDER. Stock Market ABC. 43
FRIERMOOD. Peppers' Paradise. 80
Frog, Where Are You? Mayer. 85
Frossia. Almedingen. 53
FRY. Gypsy Princess. 96
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FRYE, comp. St. Nicholas Anthology; The Early
Years. 96
FUCHS. Journey to the Moon. 176
GAIL. Life in the Renaissance. 97
GALDONE, ad. Monkey and the Crocodile; A
Jataka Tale from India. 127
GALLICO. Day Jean-Pierre Joined the Circus.
176
GANS. Pam and Pam. 143
GARD. Mermaid's Daughter. 176
GARDNER, J., narr. Labor on the March. 91
GARDNER, M. Perplexing Puzzles and Tantaliz-
ing Teasers. 111
GARDONYI. Slave of the Huns. 159
GARELICK. What Makes a Bird a Bird? 143
GARFIELD. Restless Ghost; Three Stories. 143
Garland of Games and Other Diversions; An Alpha-
bet Book. Cooney. 5
GARNER, ed. Cavalcade of Goblins. 58
GAULT. Stubborn Sam. 8
George and Red. Coatsworth. 57
George Bernard Shaw. Coolidge. 57
Get Ready! Get Set! Go! A European Travel
Guide for Young People. Raiff. 165
Ghosts. Barber. 92
Giant Alexander in America. Herrmann. 25
GIBSON, A. So Much to Live For. 59
GIBSON, W., ed. Rogues' Gallery; A Variety of
Mystery Stories. 97
GIDAL. My Village in Ghana. 177
. My Village in Korea. 24
GIMPEL. Beethoven. 177
Girl Called Al. Greene. 9
Glenda. Udry. 90
GLENDINNING. Jimmy and Joe Find a Ghost.
97
GLUBOK. Art of India. 59
, ed. Discovering the Royal Tombs at Ur.
177
Go to It, You Dutchman! The Story of Edward Bok.
Treadway. 19
Go to the Room of the Eyes. Erwin. 95
GOBHAI. Lakshmi; The Water Buffalo Who
Wouldn't. 177
, ad. Usha the Mouse-Maiden. 59
GODDEN. Operation Sippacik. 43
GOFF. Where Is Daddy? The Story of a Divorce.
59
GOFFSTEIN. Goldie the Dollmaker. 97
Goggles! Keats. 61
GOGOL. Fair at Sorochintsi. 8
Gold Down Under; The Story of the Australian
Gold Rush. Place. 132
Goldie the Dollmaker. Goffstein. 97
Good Morrow. Norris. 50
GOODALL. Ballooning Adventures of Paddy Pork.
111
Goodbye, Dove Square. McNeill. 13
GOODMAN. Black Bondage. 25
GOODWIN. Magic Number. 8
GORDON. Your Career in Film Making. 111
GOSFIELD. Korea. 44
GOUDGE. I Saw Three Ships. 44
Grabbit the Rascal. Wiesner. 69
GRAHAM. Great American Shopping Cart. 9
Grandmother Came from Dworitz. Vineberg.
186
Granny and the Indians. Parish. 164
GRANT. Benjamin Disraeli. 44
Grass Pipe. Coles. 141
GRAY, N. Apple Stone. 128
GRAY, R. Great Apes. 9
Great American Shopping Cart. Graham. 9
Great Apes. Gray. 9
Great Bow. Maddock. 13
Great Cities of Canada. May. 28
Great Hamster Hunt. Blegvad. 3
Great Monster Hunt; The Story of the Loch Ness
Investigation. Cooke. 94
Greece. Fenton. 95
GREENE. Girl Called Al. 9
GREENFELD. Waters of November. 98
GREY. Behind the Scenes in the Theatre. 111
GRIPARI. Tales of the Rue Broca. 128
GRIPE. Hugo and Josephine. 112
GROSMAN. Shop on Main Street. 144
Grover. Cleaver. 174
Growing Time. Warburg. 33
Grown-Up Day. Kent. 181
Guardians. Christopher. 173
GUILLOT. Castle of the Crested Bird. 178
Gypsy Princess. Fry. 96
HAGON. Mystery at the Villa Bianca. 144
HALACY. Experiments with Solar Energy. 112
. Return from Luna. 81
HALLARD. Boy on a White Giraffe. 128
HALLIDAY. Chaucer and His World. 44
HAMBLIN. Pots and Robbers. 178
HAMILTON. Time-Ago Tales of Jahdu. 45
Hand Puppets; How to Make and Use Them. Ross.
150
HANFF. Butch Elects a Mayor. 128
. Queen of England; The Story of Eliza-
beth I. 9
HARDENDORFF, comp. Just One More. 45
Harlequin Corner. Brown. 3
HARRIS, J. Black Pride. 60
HARRIS, M. Negro History Tour of Manhattan.
10
HARRIS, R. Moon in the Cloud. 159
Harry's Homemade Robot. Rinkoff. 166
HARTWICK. Amazing Maze. 144
Hatsy Catsy. Brett. 141
HAUGAARD. Rider and His Horse. 10
Haunted Spy. Byfield. 39
Have a Ball. Stone and Siegel. 66
Have You Seen Roads? Oppenheim. 131
HAWES. What I Like About Toads. 81
HAWKINSON. Music and Instruments for Children
to Make. 45
HAZELTON. Sammy, the Crow Who Remembered.
112
HAZEN. Where Do Bears Sleep? 178
He Was There from the Day We Moved In. Levine.
83
HEIDE. Maximilian Becomes Famous. 178
HELFMAN. Making Pictures Move. 25
HELLMAN. Defense Mechanisms. 45
Hello Hippopotamus. Kraus. 26
Hell's Edge. Townsend. 19
Here I Am! An Anthology of Poems Written by
Young People of Some of America's Minority
Groups. Baron, ed. 124
Herman's Hat. Mendoza. 49
Hero Tales from the Age of Chivalry. Uden, ad.
136
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HERRMANN. Giant Alexander in America. 25
HERZKA. Robin in Red Boots. 179
HIBBERT, narr. Search for King Arthur. 180
HIEATT, ad. Knight of the Cart. 129
HIGGINS. Ring of Hades. 145
HILDICK. Birdy Jones. 113
. Top Boy at Twisters Creek. 129
HILL, K. And Tomorrow the Stars; The Story of
John Cabot. 46
HILL, M. Time to Quit Running. 159
Hisako's Mysteries. Uchida. 19
HITTE. Boy, Was I Mad! 179
HOBAN. Best Friends for Frances. 46
_ . Mole Family's Christmas. 60
HOBSON. Black Pride. 60
HODGES. Free As a Frog. 159
HOFFMAN, comp. City and Country Mother
Goose. 114
HOFSTEIN. Human Story; Facts on Birth, Growth,
and Reproduction. 81
Hogan for the Bluebird. Crowell. 77
Hokusai; A Biography. Ripley. 51
Holiday Roundup. Cavanah, comp. and Pannell,
comp. 4
HOLL. One Kitten for Kim. 98
HOLLAND, ed. Way It Is. 129
HOLLINGSWORTH. I'd Like the Goo-Gen-Heim.
145
HOLMGREN. Swallows Come Home. 179
HOPE-SIMPSON. Unknown Island. 113
HORDER, ad. On Christmas Day; First Carols to
Play and Sing. 46
HORIZON Magazine. Beethoven. 180
_ . Search for King Arthur. 180
Horse, Of Course. Reed. 16
HOTTON. Evidence of Evolution. 10
House of the Four Winds. Vivier. 20
How Artists Work. Belves and Mathey. 2
How Fletcher Was Hatched. Devlin. 110
How Long Is Always? Weber. 186
How Six Found Christmas. Hyman. 47
How the Children Stopped the Wars. Wahl. 136
How to Make Movies. Ferguson. 7
HOWARD. What Do You Want to Know? 47
HOYT. Bedouins. 11
HUBBELL. Catch Me a Wind. 11
HUGHES. Black Misery. 180
Hugo and Josephine. Gripe. 112
Human Body: The Female Reproductive System.
Elgin. 43
Human Body: The Male Reproductive System.
Elgin. 43
Human Story; Facts on Birth, Growth, and Repro-
duction. Hofstein. 81
HUME. King of the Copper Mountains. 141
Hunters of Siberia. Bartos-Hoppner. 124
HUNTINGTON. Let's Look at Flowers. 47
HURWOOD. Korea. 44
HUTCHINS. Surprise Party. 113
HYMAN. How Six Found Christmas. 47
IAm a Hunter. Mayer. 14
I Play to Win. Mikita. 131
I Saw Three Ships. Goudge. 44
I Thought I Heard the City. Moore. 102
I Told You So! A Life of H. G. Wells. Wood. 35
I Want to Be an Architect. Baker. 171
Ibo of Biafra. Bleeker. 108
I'd Like the Goo-Gen-Heim. Hollingsworth. 145
If I Flew a Plane. Young. 170
If You Lived in the Days of the Wild Mammoth
Hunters. Elting and Folsom. 157
In the Face of the Sun. Stovall and Simon. 168
In the Land of Ur; The Discovery of Ancient
Mesopotamia. Baumann. 140
Incidents in the Life of My Uncle Arly. Lear.
183
Indian Mound Farm. Coatsworth. 76
INGMANSON. Crystals from the Sea; A Look at
Salt. 18
Insect Masquerades. Simon. 65
Inside the Gate. Lawrence. 12
Intruder. Townsend. 186
Inventions That Made History. Cooke. 109
Investing Money. Brindze. 23
ISH-KISHOR. Our Eddie. 25
Israel. Kubie. 27
ISSA. Few Flies and I. 60
It's Magic? Lopshire. 161
It's Time Now! Tresselt. 90
Ivanko and the Dragon; An Old Ukranian Folk
Tale. Bloch, tr. 92
J.T. Wagner. 120
JACKSON. Orchestra Mice. 180
. Spring Song. 129
JACOBS, D., narr. Beethoven.
JACOBS, F. Wisher's Handbook. 26
Jamberoo Road. Spence. 134
JAMES. Ovada; An Indian Boy of the Grand
Canyon. 81
Jane Austen and Her World. Laski. 83
JANSSON. Who Will Comfort Toffle? 145
Jesse Owens Story. Owens and Neimark. 149
Jewish Holidays. Purdy. 115
Jimmy and Joe Find a Ghost. Glendinning. 97
Joe and the Talking Christmas Tree. Fife. 7
Joe Di Maggio. Silverman. 167
Joe Namath. Berger. 107
JOHNSON, A. Blues I Can Whistle. 98
JOHNSON, C. Upside Down. 11
JOHNSON, V. Cedars of Charlo. 82
Join Hands with the Ghosts. Canty. 141
Jonah and the Lord. MacBeth. 183
JORDAN, H. Supermarket Sleuth. 145
JORDAN, J. Who Look at Me. 47
JORDAN, M. Proud to Be Amish. 48
Joseph's Yard. Keeping. 181
Journey Outside. Steele. 119
Journey to Jericho. O'Dell. 104
Journey to the Moon. Fuchs. 176
Journey with a Secret. Styles. 152
Journeys; Prose by Children of the English-
Speaking World. Lewis, comp. 83
Judge. Zemach. 106
Julie's Decision. Livant. 101
Just One More. Hardendorff, comp. 45
KAMERMAN, ed. Fifty Plays for Holidays. 61
KASTNER, E. Lisa and Lottie. 181
KASTNER, J. Sleep. 11
KATZ. Museum Adventures. 130
KAUFMANN. No Room for Nicky. 146
KEATS. Goggles! 61
_ 
, comp. Night. 82
KEEPING. Christmas Story. 26
. Joseph's Yard. 181
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KEITH. Rrra-ah! 160
KEMPADOO. Letters of Thanks. 146
KENT. Clotilda. 11
. Grown-Up Day. 181
KIDDELL. Community of Men. 99
Kidnapped Santa Claus. Baum. 54
KIM. Love in Winter. 113
Kind of Secret Weapon. Arnold. 1
King of the Copper Mountains. Biegel and
Hume. 141
King's Astronomer; William Herschel. Crawford.
42
King's Falcon. Fox. 8
KIPLING. Miracle of the Mountain. 61
KIRN, ad. Peacock and the Crow; From an Old
Chinese Fable. 99
Kittens and the Cardinals. Baker. 156
KLAPERMAN. Different Girl. 160
KLEIN. Peter Bruegel the Elder. 26
KNIGHT. First Book of the Sun. 48
Knight of the Cart. Hieatt, ad. 129
KNOPF. Around America; A Cookbook for Young
People. 182
KONIGSBURG. About the B'Nai Bagels. 12
KOOB. Deep Search. 12
Korea. Gosfield and Hurwood. 44
KRASILOVSKY. Very Tall Little Girl. 82
KRAUS. Hello Hippopotamus. 26
Kraymer Mystery. Allan. 139
KREMENTZ. Sweet Pea; A Black Girl Growing
Up in the Rural South. 182
KRISTOF. Steal Away Home. 160
KRUMGOLD. Most Terrible Turk. 12
KUBIE. Israel. 27
KUBLER, ad. Peter and the Rabbits. 182
Kumi and the Pearl. Martin. 28
KUMIN. When Grandmother Was Young. 99
KYLE. Song of the Waterfall; The Story of
Edvard and Nina Grieg. 161
Labor on the March. American Heritage Maga-
zine and Gardner, narr. 91
Ladybug, Ladybug. Daly. 77
LA FONTAINE. Miller, the Boy and the Donkey.
146
Lakshmi; The Water Buffalo Who Wouldn't.
Gobhai. 177
LAMBERT. Mrs. Poggi's Holiday. 100
Land and People of Malaysia. Clifford. 56
Land and People of Poland. Charnock. 4
Lars Olav. Edwards. 42
LASKI. Jane Austen and Her World. 83
LATHAM. Abraham Lincoln. 48
LAWRENCE, J. Pope Leo's Elephant. 182
LAWRENCE, M. Inside the Gate. 12
_ . Once at the Weary Why. 100
LEAR. Incidents in the Life of My Uncle Arly.
183
LEE. Skating Rink. 48
LEEK. Tree That Conquered the World. 146
Left and Right with Lion and Ryan. Littell. 49
Left, Right, Left, Right! Stanek. 52
Lefty's Boy. Drdek. 78
LEIGHTON. Cleopatra. 100
L'ENGLE. Dance in the Desert. 27
LENSKI. Debbie and Her Family. 161
. Debbie Herself. 161
LESTER. Black Folktales. 101
Let the Balloon Go. Southall. 18
Let's Find Out About a Ball. Campbell. 55
Let's Find Out About Babies. Shapp and Shepard.
119
Let's Go to a Hospital. Rowland. 63
Let's Look at Flowers. Huntington. 47
Let's Look at Musical Instruments and the Or-
chestra. Rhodes. 106
Letter from India. Papas. 131
Letters of Thanks. Kempadoo. 146
LEVINE. He Was There from the Day We Moved
In. 83
LEWIS, G., ed. To You with Love; A Treasury of
Great Romantic Literature. 183
LEWIS, R., comp. Journeys; Prose by Children
of the English-Speaking World. 83
, comp. Of This World; A Poet's Life in
Poetry. 61
Life in the Renaissance. Gail. 97
Life of Keshav; A Family Story from India. Mehta.
163
Light Princess. MacDonald. 162
Lilies, Rabbits, and Painted Eggs; The Story of
the Easter Symbols. Barth. 156
Linda. Asch. 123
LINDE. Toto and the Aardvark. 83
LINDENMEYER. Black and Brave; The Black
Soldier in America. 161
Lion in the Meadow. Mahy. 49
LIONNI. Alexander and the Wind-up Mouse.
114
Lisa and Lottie. Kistner. 181
Lisa and the Grompet. Coombs. 174
Lisa, Bright and Dark. Neufeld. 103
LITTELL. Left and Right with Lion and Ryan.
49
LITTLE. One to Grow On. 49
Little Cock. Domjan. 127
Little Fox. Brecht. 22
Little Happy Music. Winsor. 187
Little Red Computer. Steadman. 32
LITTLEDALE. Timothy's Forest. 62
LIVANT. Julie's Decision. 101
Living Things. Bendick. 2
LIVINGSTON, ed. Tune Beyond Us; A Collection
of Poetry. 13
Liz. MacGibbon. 84
LOBEL. Small Pig. 84
Lobo. Cretan. 126
Lodestone and a Toadstone. Elmer. 157
LOKEN. Maku. 13
Loners; Short Stories about the Young and Alien-
ated. Schulman. 166
Looking for a Place. Margolis. 130
LOPSHIRE. It's Magic? 161
Lora, Lorita. Surany. 89
Lost Zoo. Cullen. 157
Love in Winter. Kim. 113
LOWENFELS, ed. Writing on the Wall. 108
American Poems of Protest. 162
Lucky Ones. Coatsworth. 23
Lucy Runs Away. Storr. 152
LUEDERS, comp. Some Haystacks Don't Even
Have Any Needle; And Other Complete Mod-
ern Poems. 24
Lumumba. McKown. 183
LUNN. Twin Spell. 101
LUTZKER. Women Gain a Place in Medicine.
130
LUZZATI, ad. Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.
147
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MAC BETH. Jonah and the Lord. 183
McBroom's Ear. Fleischman. 143
MAC DONALD. Light Princess. 162
MAC GIBBON. Liz. 84
MC GOWEN. Dragon Stew. 114
MC KEE. Martin Luther King, Jr. 147
MC KOWN. Lumumba. 183
MACLENNAN. Turned Loose on Irdra. 147
MC NEILL. Goodbye, Dove Square. 13
MADDOCK. Dragon in the Garden. 27
. Great Bow. 13
MADISON. Secret of the Carved Whale Bone.
162
Magic Balloon. Mari. 14
Magic Number. Goodwin. 8
MAHY. Lion in the Meadow. 49
Maid of Artemis. Coolidge. 24
Making Movies. Colman. 109
Making Pictures Move. Helfman. 25
Maku. Loden. 13
Mammoth Parade. Wood. 35
MANCHEL. When Movies Began to Speak. 101
. When Pictures Began to Move. 14
MANLEY. My Heart's in Greenwich Village. 84
__ , ed. To You with Love; A Treasury of
Great Romantic Literature. 183
MANN. Clubhouse. 102
. Twenty-Five Cent Friend. 162
Many Names for Eileen. Sullivan. 88
Marchers of the Dream. Carlson. 173
MARCUS. First Book of the Cliff Dwellers. 28
MARGOLIS. Looking for a Place. 130
Margie. Allen. 1
MARI. Magic Balloon. 14
MARKS. First You Like Me. 84
MARTIN. Kumi and the Pearl. 28
Martin Buber - Wisdom in Our Time. Simon.
134
Martin Luther King, Jr. McKee. 147
Martin Luther King, Jr. Millender. 147
Martin Luther King, Jr. Patterson. 149
MARTINEZ. Foot in Two Worlds. 163
MATHEY. How Artists Work. 2
MAUERMANN. Strangers into Friends. 102
MAURER. Conquest of the Moon. 185
Maximilian Becomes Famous. Heide. 178
MAY, C. Great Cities of Canada. 28
MAY, J. Before the Indians. 85
. First Men. 28
. Moving Hills of Sand. 184
Maybe a Dog Will Come. Tompert. 32
MAYER. Frog, Where Are You? 85
. I Am a Hunter. 14
Me, Myself, and I. Cretan. 142
MEANS. Our Cup Is Broken. 29
Meet Martin Luther King, Jr. De Kay. 142
Meet Robert E. Lee. Trow. 152
MEHDEVI. Parveen. 163
MEHTA. Life of Keshav; A Family Story from
India. 163
MENDOZA. And I Must Hurry for the Sea Is
Coming In ... 131
. Beastly Alphabet. 62
. Herman's Hat. 49
Mermaid's Daughter. Gard. 176
MERRILL. Black Sheep. 131
Merry, Rose, and Christmas-Tree June. Orgel.
62
Michael and the Mitten Test. Wells. 154
Mieko. Politi. 87
MIKITA. I Play to Win. 131
MIKLOWITZ. Zoo Was My World. 36
Milane; The Story of a Hungarian Gypsy Boy.
Vavra. 136
MILES. Apricot ABC. 85
. Nobody's Cat. 62
MILLENDER. Martin Luther King, Jr. 147
Miller, the Boy and the Donkey. La Fontaine and
Wildsmith, illus. 146
MILLS. Rules of the Game. 147
Miracle of the Mountain. Kipling. 61
Mrs. Fox. Erwin. 6
Mrs. Poggi's Holiday. Lambert. 100
MOLARSKY. Right Thumb, Left Thumb. 29
Mole Family's Christmas. Hoban. 60
Mom! I Broke My Arm! Wolff. 188
Money Machine. Robertson. 117
MONJO. One Bad Thing about Father. 163
Monkey and the Crocodile; A Jataka Tale from
India. Galdone, ad. 127
MONTGOMERY. Foxy and the Badgers. 85
Moon in the Cloud. Harris. 159
MOORE, C. Somebody's Angel Child; The Story
of Bessie Smith. 164
MOORE, L. I Thought I Heard the City. 102
More of Brer Rabbit's Tricks. Rees. 30
MOREY. Angry Waters. 86
Mormons. Elgin. 79
Morning Is a Little Child. Anglund. 54
MORTON, comp. Voices from France; Ten Sto-
ries by French Nobel Prize Winners. 114
MOSKOF, illus. Still Another Alphabet Book. 173
Most Terrible Turk. Krumgold. 12
MOTHER GOOSE. City and Country Mother Goose.
114
Motion. Simon. 31
Motoring Millers. Constant. 57
Motors and Engines and How They Work. Weiss.
122
Mountain and the Summer Stars. Baker. 21
Mountain Magic for Rosy. Ormsby. 50
Moving Hills of Sand. May. 184
MULVEY. Digging Up Adam; The Story of L. S. B.
Leakey. 14
MUNARI. Circus in the Mist. 164
MURPHY. Understanding Africa. 102
Museum Adventures. Katz. 130
Music and Instruments for Children to Make.
Hawkinson and Faulhaber. 45
My Dear Dolphin. DeNarvaez. 95
My Goldfish. Wong and Vessel. 70
My Heart's in Greenwich Village. Manley. 84
My Village in Ghana. Gidal. 177
My Village in Korea. Gidal. 24
Mystery at the Villa Bianca. Hagon. 144
Mystery of Stonehenge. Branley. 38
Mystery of the Giant Giraffe. Collins. 126
Mystery on the Rancho Grande. Bischoff. 75
MYERS. Where Does the Day Go? 148
NADEN. Chicago Fire - 1871. 86
NAKATANI. Day Chiro Was Lost. 29
Name: Johnny Pierce. Rinkoff. 184
NAPIER. Origins of Man. 164
NAPJUS. Freddie Found a Frog. 148
NASH. Carlito's World; A Block in Spanish
Harlem. 148
Nativity; The Christmas Creche at the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art. Bible. 38
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Natural Partnerships; The Story of Symbiosis.
Shuttlesworth. 167
NEAL, H. Disease Detectives. 15
NEAL, J. Stock Market ABC. 43
Necklace of Raindrops; And Other Stories. Aiken.
37
Negro History Tour of Manhattan. Harris. 10
Negroes in the Early West. Burt. 172
NEIMARK. Jesse Owens Story. 149
NEUFELD. Lisa, Bright and Dark. 103
NEURATH. They Lived Like This in Shake-
speare's England. 29
NEVILLE. Fogarty. 103
New Boy in Dublin. Bulla. 76
New World of Communications. Sullivan. 19
NEILSEN. Artist in South Vietnam. 103
Night. Keats, comp. 82
Night Coach to Paris. Ritchie. 166
Nineteenth Century Art. Ruskin, ad. 30
No Room for Nicky. Kaufmann. 146
No Sleep for Angus. Weir. 187
Nobody's Cat. Miles. 62
Norman Rockwell Storybook. Wahl. 121
NORRIS. Good Morrow. 50
. Time for Watching. 184
Not Like Niggers. Williams. 122
Nothing Is Impossible; The Story of Beatrix
Potter. Aldis. 53
O'CONNOR. Common Sense of Tom Paine. 115
O'DELL. Journey to Jericho. 104
Of Dikes and Windmills. Spier. 119
Of This World; A Poet's Life in Poetry. Lewis,
comp. 61
OFFER, ad. Salt above Gold; And Other Bohe-
mian Folk Stories. 50
OGILVIE. Come Aboard and Bring Your Dory !
104
Old MacDonald Had an Apartment House. Bar-
rett. 75
OMER. Path Beneath the Sea. 15
On Christmas Day; First Carols to Play and
Sing. Horder, ad. 46
On Firm Ice. Wilson. 169
Once at the Weary Why. Lawrence. 100
One Bad Thing about Father. Monjo. 163
One in the Middle Is the Green Kangaroo.
Blume. 125
One Kitten for Kim. Holl. 98
One to Grow On. Little. 49
Operation Sippacik. Godden. 43
OPPENHEIM. Have You Seen Roads? 131
Orchestra Mice. Jackson. 180
ORGEL. Merry, Rose, and Christmas-Tree
June. 62
. Phoebe and the Prince. 86
Origins of Man. Napier. 164
ORMONDROYD. Broderick. 104
ORMSBY. Mountain Magic for Rosy. 50
Oscar Lincoln Busby Stokes. Sayers. 151
OtB; A Puerto Rican Folk Tale. Belpre, ad.
172
Other Ark. Sharp. 151
Other Side of the Clock; Stories Out of Time, Out
of Place. Stern, comp. 152
OTSUKA. Suho and the White Horse; A Legend
of Mongolia. 115
Our Cup Is Broken. Means. 29
Our Eddie. Ish-Kishor. 25
Our Time Is Now; Notes from the High School
Underground. Birmingham, ed. 172
Ovada; An Indian Boy of the Grand Canyon.
James. 81
OWENS. Jesse Owens Story. 149
Owl's Nest; Folktales from Friesland. Spicer,
comp. 31
Pam and Pam. Gans. 143
PANNELL, comp. Holiday Roundup. 4
PAPAS. Letter from India. 131
Parcelsus. Susac. 135
PARISH. Beastly Circus. 15
_ . Granny and the Indians. 164
PARKER. Rogue's Gallery. 104
Parsonage Parrot. Bothwell. 76
Parveen. Mehdevi. 163
Path Beneath the Sea. Omer. 15
PATTERSON. Christmas in America. 51
. Martin Luther King, Jr. 149
Peacock and the Crow; From an Old Chinese
Fable. Kirn, ad. 99
Peanut. Selsam. 151
Peppers' Paradise. Friermood. 80
PEROVSKAYA. Wolf in Olga's Kitchen. 165
Perplexing Puzzles and Tantalizing Teasers.
Gardner. 111
Peter and Butch. Phipson. 15
Peter and the Rabbits. Kiibler, ad. 182
Peter and Veronica. Sachs. 133
Peter Bruegel the Elder. Klein. 26
PEVSNER. Break a Leg! 105
PEYTON. Edge of the Cloud. 165
PHIPSON. Peter and Butch. 15
Phoebe and the Prince. Orgel. 86
Picture Life of Dwight D. Eisenhower. Whitney.
20
PID. Day the Bicycles Disappeared. 51
Pioneers of Flight. Wallhauser. 121
Pirate Rock. Walker. 33
Pistol. Richard. 116
Pixy and the Lazy Housewife. Calhoun. 55
PLACE. Gold Down Under; The Story of the Aus-
tralian Gold Rush. 132
Plants for Pots; Projects for Indoor Gardeners.
Fenten. 80
Pocket Mouse. Willard. 169
Poems from India. Aldan, comp. 107
Polish Fairy Tales. Zajdler, comp. 36
POLITI. Mieko. 87
Pop Corn and Ma Goodness. Preston. 115
Pope Leo's Elephant. Lawrence. 182
Portrait of Ivan. Fox. 96
Potato Printing. Strose. 32
Pots and Robbers. Hamblin. 178
POTTER, B. Antonio. 63
POTTER, M. Touch-and-Go-Year. 132
Potters. Fisher. 43
Practical Princess. Williams. 69
Praying Mantis. Earle. 79
PRESTON. Pop Corn and Ma Goodness. 115
Proud to Be Amish. Jordan. 48
Punch and Jonathan. Binzen. 172
PURDY. Festivals for You to Celebrate. 105
_ . Jewish Holidays. 115
Queen of England; The Story of Elizabeth I.
Hanff. 9
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Queen of Populists; The Story of Mary Elizabeth
Lease. Stiller. 168
Question of Accuracy. Razzell and Watts. 149
QUIGG. Ted and Bobby Look for Something Spe-
cial. 132
RABIN. False Start. 105
RAIFF. Get Ready! Get Set! Go! A European
Travel Guide for Young People. 165
Rain Rain Rivers. Shulevitz. 64
Ramayana. Seeger, ad. 64
RAPPAPORT. "Banner, Forward!" The Pictorial
Biography of a Guide Dog. 116
RASKIN. And It Rained. 105
RAY. Standing Lions. 87
RAYMOND. Enoch. 87
RAZZELL. Question of Accuracy. 149
REBOUL. Thou Shalt Not Kill. 149
REED. Horse, Of Course. 16
REEDER. Dwight David Eisenhower. 30
REES. More of Brer Rabbit's Tricks. 30
REISS. Colors. 116
REIT. Week in Hagar's World: Israel. 150
Restless Ghost; Three Stories. Garfield. 143
Return from Luna. Halacy. 81
RHODES. Let's Look at Musical Instruments and
the Orchestra. 106
RICHARD. Pistol. 116
RICHARDS. Story of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. 16
Rider and His Horse. Haugaard. 10
Right Thumb, Left Thumb. Molarsky. 29
Ring of Hades. Higgins. 145
RINKOFF. Harry's Homemade Robot. 166
. Name: Johnny Pierce. 184
RIPLEY. Hokusai; A Biography. 51
Riptide. Ellis. 157
RITCHIE. Night Coach to Paris. 166
ROBERTS. Week in Robert's World: The South.
116
ROBERTSON. Money Machine. 117
Robin in Red Boots. Herzka. 179
ROBINSON. Fattest Bear in the First Grade. 184
Rock Revolution. Shaw. 30
ROCKWELL, A. Temple on a Hill; The Building
of the Parthenon. 117
ROCKWELL, M. Willie Was Different. 16
Roe Deer. Sucksdorff. 32
Rogue's Gallery. Parker. 104
Rogues' Gallery; A Variety of Mystery Stories.
Gibson, ed. 97
Ronald Learns about College Teaching. Braude. 22
ROOD. Animal Champions. 117
Ronnie. Rosenbaum. 150
ROSE. Single Trail. 88
Rose Family. Earle. 175
ROSEN. Wizard of the Dome; R. Buckminster
Fuller, Designer for the Future. 117
ROSENBAUM. Ronnie. 150
ROSS, F. Stories of the States. 150
. Transportation of Tomorrow. 63
ROSS, L. Hand Puppets; How to Make and Use
Them. 150
ROWAN. Everybody In! A Counting Book. 118
ROWLAND. Let's Go to a Hospital. 63
ROYAL. Story of J. Robert Oppenheimer. 17
Rrra-ah! Keith. 160
Rules of the Game. Mills. 147
RUSKIN, ad. Nineteenth Century Art. 30
, ad. 17th and 18th Century Art. 151
RUSSELL. City Critters. 118
Russia and Her Neighbours. Edwards. 42
RUTGERS VAN DER LOEFF-BASENAU. Vassilis
on the Run. 51
RUTTAN. Adventures of Oolakuk. 133
RYDBERG. Yellow Line. 185
SACHS. Peter and Veronica. 133
ST. JOHN. Christmas Tree Mystery. 63
St. Nicholas Anthology; The Early Years. Frye,
comp. 96
Salt above Gold; And Other Bohemian Folk Stories.
Offer. 50
Salt Is Better Than Gold. Zavrel. 36
Sam and Me. Tate. 135
Sam Squirrel Goes to the City. Dugan. 58
Sam the Minuteman. Benchley. 124
Same Scene, Different Place. Walden. 121
Sammy, the Crow Who Remembered. Hazelton.
112
SANDBERG. Boy with Many Houses. 116
Santiago. Belpre. 124
SARNOFF. Careers in Biological Science. 17
SASEK. This Is Washington, D. C. 30
Say Yes to Life. Colver. 109
SAYERS. Oscar Lincoln Busby Stokes. 151
SCHIMA. Something Grows. 118
School for Sillies. Williams. 187
SCHULMAN, ad. Loners; Short Stories about the
Young and Alienated. 166
SCHWARTZ. University. 17
Science Ship. Briggs. 23
Search for Delicious. Babbitt. 21
Search for King Arthur. Horizon Magazine and
Hibbert, narr. 180
Secret of the Carved Whale Bone. Madison. 162
Secret of the Sunken Treasure. Thum. 90
Secret People. Duke. 6
SEEGER, ad. Ramayana. 64
SELDEN. Tucker's Countryside. 64
SELSAM. Peanut. 151
SELZ. Curious Tourists. 133
Senator from Maine; Margaret Chase Smith.
Fleming. 158
Sergeant Finney's Family. Farley. 143
SERRAILLIER. Chaucer and His World. 52
Sets and Numbers for the Very Young. Adler.
123
Seven Days. Sleigh. 65
17th and 18th Century Art. Ruskin, ad. 151
SEYMOUR. First ABC. 118
. First Counting. 133
Shaping of England. Asimov. 75
SHAPP. Let's Find Out About Babies. 119
SHARMAT. Goodnight Andrew Goodnight Craig.
52
SHARP. Other Ark. 151
SHAW. Rock Revolution. 30
SHAY. What Happens in a Car Factory. 167
. What Happens When You Go to the Hos-
pital. 31
SHEPARD. Let's Find Out About Babies. 119
Shepherd's Pipe; Songs from the Holy Night. So-
ciety of Brothers, ed. 65
SHERMAN. Boy from Abilene; The Story of
Dwight David Eisenhower. 31
Shop on Main Street. Grosman. 144
Shortstop from Tokyo. Christopher. 173
[1981
SHULEVITZ. Rain Rain Rivers. 64
SHULL. Children of Appalachia. 64
SHUTTLESWORTH. Natural Partnerships; The
Story of Symbiosis. 167
SIEGEL. Have a Ball. 66
SILVERBERG. Across a Billion Years. 17
. Wonders of Ancient Chinese Science.
88
SILVERMAN. Joe Di Maggio. 167
SIMON, C. Martin Buber - Wisdom in Our Time.
134
SIMON, H. Insect Masquerades. 65
SIMON, J., ed. Fourteen for Now; A Collection of
Contemporary Stories. 167
SIMON, R. In the Face of the Sun. 168
SIMON, S. Discovering What Frogs Do. 167
. Motion. 31
SINGER. Day of Pleasure; Stories of a Boy
Growing Up in Warsaw. 134
Single Trail. Rose. 88
Skating Rink. Lee. 48
Sky Dog. Turkle. 153
Sky Full of Dragons. Wright. 170
Slave of the Huns. Gardonyi. 159
Sleep. Kastner. 11
SLEIGH. Seven Days. 65
Small Pig. Lobel. 84
SMITH, E. Foot in Two Worlds. 163
SMITH, H., comp. Some Haystacks Don't Even
Have Any Needle; And Other Complete
Modern Poems. 24
SNYDER. 50,000 Names for Jeff. 134
So Much to Live For. Gibson and Curtis. 59
SOCIETY OF BROTHERS, ed. Shepherd's Pipe;
Songs from the Holy Night. 65
Some Haystacks Don't Even Have Any Needle;
And Other Complete Modern Poems. Dun-
ning, comp., Lueders, comp. and Smith,
comp. 24
Somebody's Angel Child; The Story of Bessie
Smith. Moore. 164
Someone Small. Borack. 55
Something Grows. Schima and Bolian. 118
Song of the Waterfall; The Story of Edvard and
Nina Grieg. Kyle. 161
Sounder. Armstrong. 54
SOUTHALL. Finn's Folly. 88
. Let the Balloon Go. 18
SPENCE. Jamberoo Road. 134
Spice Island Mystery. Cavanna. 108
SPICER, comp. Owl's Nest; Folktales from
Friesland. 31
SPIER. And So My Garden Grows. 31
. Of Dikes and Windmills. 119
Spring Song. Jackson. 129
Squaps the Moonling. Ziegler. 188
Stan Mikita. Fischler. 127
Standing Lions. Ray. 87
STANEK. Left, Right, Left, Right! 52
Star Bright. Zakhoder. 188
STEADMAN. Little Red Computer. 32
Steal Away Home. Kristof. 160
STEELE, MARY. Journey Outside. 119
STEELE, MAX. Cat and the Coffee Drinkers. 119
STEINBERG. Dwight David Eisenhower. 52
STEPHENSON, comp. Fives, Sixes and Sevens.
168
STEPTOE. Stevie. 66
STERN, comp. Other Side of the Clock; Stories
Out of Time, Out of Place. 152
STEVENS. Birth of Sunset's Kittens. 18
Stevie. Steptoe. 66
Still Another Alphabet Book. Chwast, illus. and
Moskof, illus. 173
STILLER. Queen of Populists; The Story of Mary
Elizabeth Lease. 168
STINETORF. Bears of Sansur. 18
STIRLING. Cat from Nowhere. 120
Stock Market ABC. Friedlander and Neal. 43
STOLZ. Story of a Singular Hen and Her Peculiar
Children. 66
STONE. Crystals from the Sea; A Look at Salt.
18
. Have a Ball. 66
Stories of the States; A Reference Guide to the
Fifty States and U. S. Territories. Ross. 150
STORR. Lucy Runs Away. 152
Story Grandmother Told. Alexander. 139
Story of a Singular Hen and Her Peculiar Children.
Stolz. 66
Story of Eleanor Roosevelt. Davidson. 78
Story of J. Robert Oppenheimer. Royal. 17
Story of Taou. Vavra. 20
Story of the Declaration of Independence. Richards.
16
STOVALL. In the Face of the Sun. 168
Strangers into Friends. Mauermann. 102
Strike the Tent. Baker. 139
STROSE. Potato Printing. 32
STYLES. Journey with a Secret. 152
Stubborn Sam. Gault. 8
SUCKSDORFF. Roe Deer. 32
Suho and the White Horse; A Legend of Mongolia.
Otsuka. 115
SULLIVAN, G. New World of Communications.
19
SULLIVAN, P. Many Names for Eileen. 88
SULLY. Age of the Guerrilla. 67
Sumi and the Goat and the Tokyo Express.
Uchida. 153
SUMMERS, J. You Can't Make It by Bus. 89
SUMMERS, R. Ball-Shy Pitcher. 185
Sunflower Garden. Udry. 153
Super Joe; The Joe Namath Story. Bortstein.
108
Supermarket Sleuth. Jordan. 145
SURANY. Etienne-Henri and Gri-Gri. 135
_ . Lora, Lorita. 89
Surprise Party. Hutchins. 113
SUSAC. Parcelsus. 135
SUTTON. Conquest of the Moon. 185
Swallows Come Home. Holmgren. 179
SWARTHOUT. Button Boat. 120
Sweet Pea; A Black Girl Growing Up in the Rural
South. Krementz. 182
Swim to Victory. French. 80
SYME. Bolfvar the Liberator. 67
. Captain John Paul Jones. 67
Tales for the Third Ear. Aardema. 37
Tales from Old China. Chang, ad. 55
Tales of the Rue Broca. Gripari. 128
TAMCHINA. Dominique and the Dragon. 89
TATE. Sam and Me. 135
Ted and Bobby Look for Something Special.
Quigg. 132
Teen-Ager's Menu Cookbook. Adams. 171
Temple on a Hill; The Building of the Parthenon.
Rockwell. 117
[199]
Terrible Trumpet. Wise. 169
There Really Is a Santa Claus. Crone. 58
They Lived Like This in Shakespeare's England.
Neurath. 29
They Walk in the Night. Coatsworth. 94
This is Washington, D. C. Sasek. 30
Thou Shalt Not Kill. Reboul. 149
THUM. Secret of the Sunken Treasure. 90
Tim to the Lighthouse. Ardizzone. 21
Time-Ago Tales of Jahdu. Hamilton. 45
Time for Watching. Norris. 184
Time to Quit Running. Hill. 159
Timothy's Forest. Littledale. 62
TITUS. Anatole and the Thirty Thieves. 135
To America. Tripp. 33
To the Rescue. Van Der Veer. 90
To You with Love; A Treasury of Great Romantic
Literature. Manley, ed. and Lewis, ed. 183
Tom Paine, Revolutionary. Coolidge. 110
TOMPERT. Maybe a Dog Will Come. 32
Top Boy at Twisters Creek. Hildick. 129
Toppling Towers. Willard. 34
Tops. Wiesner. 154
Toto and the Aardvark. Linde. 83
Touch-and-Go-Year. Potter. 132
TOWNSEND. Hell's Edge. 19
. Intruder. 186
. Trouble in the Jungle. 106
Toymaker's Daughter. Williams. 69
Transportation of Tomorrow. Ross. 63
TRAVEN, ad. Creation of the Sun and the Moon.
67
TREADWAY. Go to It, You Dutchman! The Story
of Edward Bok. 19
Tree House Mystery. Warner. 137
Tree That Conquered the World. Leek. 146
TREECE. Dream Time. 33
TRESSELT. It's Time Now! 90
TRIPP. To America. 33
Trouble in the Jungle. Townsend. 106
TROW. Meet Robert E. Lee. 152
Tucker's Countryside. Selden. 64
Tune Beyond Us; A Collection of Poetry. Living-
ston, ed. 13
TUNIS. Young United States - 1783-1830. 68
TURKLE. Sky Dog. 153
Turned Loose on Irdra. Maclennan. 147
TURNER. War on the Darnel. 168
Turnip. Domanska, ad. 78
'Twas in the Moon of Wintertime; The First
American Christmas Carol. Abisch, ad. 53
Twentieth Century Art. Batterberry. 140
21st Century; The Control of Life. Warshofsky.
153
Twenty-Five Cent Friend. Mann. 162
Twin Spell. Lunn. 101
UCHIDA. Hisako's Mysteries. 19
. Sumi and the Goat and the Tokyo Ex-
press. 153
UDEN, ad. Hero Tales from the Age of Chivalry.
136
UDRY. Glenda. 90
. Sunflower Garden. 153
Under the Orange Grove. Dillon. 174
Understanding Africa. Murphy. 102
University. Schwartz. 17
Unknown Island. Hope-Simpson. 113
Upside Down. Johnson. 11
Usha the Mouse-Maiden. Gobhai, ad. 59
Vagabundos. Bonham. 38
VAN DER VEER. To the Rescue. 90
Varieties of Man. Babun. 155
Vassilis on the Run. Rutgers van der Loeff-
Basenau. 51
VAVRA. Milane; The Story of a Hungarian Gypsy
Boy. 136
. Story of Taou. 20
Venetians. Chubb. 40
Very Special Baby; A Christmas Story for the
Very Young. Woodard. 69
Very Tall Little Girl. Krasilovsky. 82
VESSEL. My Goldfish. 70
Vietnam. Cooke. 23
VINEBERG. Grandmother Came from Dworitz.
186
VIP. Christmas Cookie Sprinkle Snitcher. 68
VIPONT. Elephant and the Bad Baby. 136
Vital Process; Photosy.thesis. Baker. 139
VIVIER. House of the Four Winds. 20
Voices from France; Ten Stories by French No-
bel Prize Winners. Morton, comp. 114
Wagner. J.T. 120
WAHL. How the Children Stopped the Wars. 136
. Norman Rockwell Storybook. 121
WALDEN. Same Scene, Different Place. 121
WALKER, D. Big Ben. 121
. Pirate Rock. 33
WALKER, R. Ancient China and Its Influence in
Modern Times. 137
WALLACE. Claudia. 137
WALLHAUSER. Pioneers of Flight. 121
WALTON. America and the Cold War. 122
War on the Darnel. Turner. 168
WARBURG. Growing Time. 33
WARNER. Tree House Mystery. 137
WARSHOFSKY. 21st Century; The Control of
Life. 153
Water Boatman's Journey. Ford. 7
Waters of November. Greenfeld. 98
WATSON. Carol to a Child; And a Christmas
Pageant. 68
WATTS. Question of Accuracy. 149
Way It Is. Holland, ed. 129
We Reach the Moon. Wilford. 187
WEAVER. Emperor's Gift. 34
WEBER. How Long Is Always? 186
Week in Aya's World: The Ivory Coast. Bernheim.
107
Week in Hagar's World: Israel. Reit. 150
Week in Robert's World: The South. Roberts. 116
WEIR. No Sleep for Angus. 187
WEISS. Motors and Engines and How They Work.
122
WELLS. Michael and the Mitten Text. 154
WERSTEIN. Year of Turmoil: 1939. 138
What Do You Want to Know? Howard. 47
What Happens in a Car Factory. Shay. 167
What Happens When You Go to the Hospital. Shay.
31
What I Like About Toads. Hawes. 81
What Kind of a House Is That? Devlin. 142
What Makes a Bird a Bird? Garelick. 143
What's Good for a Five-Year-Old? Cole. 40
What's New, Lincoln? Fife. 175
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When Grandmother Was Young. Kumin. 99
When Jays Fly to Barbmo. Balderson. 123
When Movies Began to Speak. Manchel. 101
When Pictures Began to Move. Manchel. 14
Where Do Bears Sleep? Hazen. 178
Where Does the Day Go? Mayers. 148
Where Is Daddy? The Story of a Divorce. Goff.
59
Where the Lilies Bloom. Cleaver. 56
Whispering Mountain. Aiken. 123
White Doe. Church. 4
WHITNEY. Picture Life of Dwight D. Eisen-
hower. 20
Who Look at Me. Jordan. 47
Who Says You Can't. Epstein. 79
Who Will Comfort Toffle? Jansson. 145
Why Can't I? Bendick. 22
Why Did You Go to College, Linda Warren?
Bonnell. 125
WIBERG. Christmas at the Tomten's Farm. 34
WIESNER. Grabbit the Rascal. 69
. Tops. 154
WILDSMITH, illus. Miller, the Boy and the Don-
key. 146
WILFORD. We Reach the Moon. 187
WILKINSON, ed. Cry Spy! True Stories of 20th
Century Spies and Spy Catchers. 154
WILLARD. Pocket Mouse. 169
. Toppling Towers. 34
WILLIAMS, E. Not Like Niggers. 122
WILLIAMS, J. Danny Dunn and the Smallifying
Machine. 138
. Practical Princess. 69
. School for Sillies. 187
WILLIAMS, U. Crown for a Queen. 34
. Toymaker's Daughter. 69
Willie Was Different. Rockwell. 16
WILSON. On Firm Ice. 169
Wily Wizard and the Wicked Witch; And Other
Wierd Stories. Bomans. 156
Window into an Egg. Flanagan. 7
WINSOR. Little Happy Music. 187
WISE. Terrible Trumpet. 169
Wisher's Handbook. Jacobs. 26
Witchy Broom. DeLage. 5
WITHERS. World of Nonsense; Strange and Hu-
morous Tales from Many Lands. 69
WITTMAN. Eyeglasses and the Quarter. 35
Wizard of the Dome; R. Buckminster Fuller, De-
signer for the Future. Rosen. 117
Wizard of Washington Square. Yolen. 170
Wolf in Olga's Kitchen. Perovskaya. 165
WOLFF. Mom! I Broke My Arm ! 188
Wolfie. Chenery. 93
Women Gain a Place in Medicine. Lutzker. 130
Wonderful World of Medicine. Calder. 4
Wonders of Ancient Chinese Science. Silverberg.
88
WONG. My Goldfish. 70
WOOD. I Told You So! A Life of H. G. Wells. 35
. Mammoth Parade. 35
Wood Street Secret. Allan. 171
WOODARD. Busy Family. 138
. Very Special Baby; A Christmas Story
for the Very Young. 69
WOODY. Young Medics. 35
Words from History. Asimov. 54
World of Nonsense; Strange and Humorous Tales
from Many Lands. Withers. 69
WRIGHT. Sky Full of Dragons. 170
Writing on the Wall; 108 American Poems of Pro-
test. Lowenfels, ed. 162
Year of Turmoil: 1939. Werstein. 138
Yellow Line. Rydberg. 185
YOLEN. Wizard of Washington Square. 170
You Can't Make It by Bus. Summers. 89
YOUNG, MARGARET. Black American Leaders.
138
YOUNG, MIRIAM. Can't You Pretend? 170
. If I Flew a Plane. 170
YOUNG, W. Zoo Was My World. 36
Young Medics. Woody. 35
Young United States - 1783 to 1830. Tunis. 68
Your Career in Film Making. Gordon and Falk.
111
ZAJDLER, comp. Polish Fairy Tales. 36
ZAKHODER. Star Bright. 188
ZAVREL. Salt Is Better Than Gold. 36
ZEMACH. Judge. 107
ZIEGLER. Squaps the Moonling. 188
ZIM. Blood. 70
ZIMELMAN. First Elephant Comes to Ireland.
36
Zoo Was My World. Young and Miklowitz. 36
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